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WeHo allocates funds BH waits to act on commercial leases
for emergency response
n Council moves on

n Face coverings to be required in city on May 23
BY JOSE HERRERA
The city of West Hollywood allocated $250,000 from reserves in its
general fund to continue providing
emergency services including
rental assistance, and food and
nutrition programs, during a City
Council meeting on May 18.
Councilman John Duran said the
communications department needs
to step up on the amount of communication reaching residents.

“Things are constantly changing,” Duran said. “The reality is
that not all of our residents think to
check a website or go online, but
rely on old-fashioned mail.”
He added it is important to get
information to tenants regarding
rental assistance the city provides.
Residents are able to apply twice
for a grant of $1,000 through West
Hollywood’s social services
See Masks page 22
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The city of West Hollywood has issued an emergency order requiring all
people to wear a face mask when going outside, and it will be strictly
enforced starting May 23.

some business
recovery task force
suggestions

BY CAMERON KISZLA
In its study and formal sessions
on May 19, the Beverly Hills City
Council considered a variety of
topics related to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic and its effect on
the health and economic safety of
Beverly Hills.
The council considered making
changes to the city’s eviction protections for commercial tenants,
but due to the complexity of commercial leases – they can be
dozens of pages long – and the
effects of the coronavirus on different types of commercial buildings, the council decided to have
City Attorney Laurence Wiener
spend more time crafting a draft
ordinance to be considered on
June 2.
The issue of commercial tenants
has been discussed before and in
previous meetings, the council
excluded large companies and
their subsidiaries from the protections, but other commercial tenants who can pay are not doing so,
the council members said.
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The Beverly Hills City Council is seeking to help commercial tenants
who are struggling to pay rent, including retail businesses.

Several council members worried that some commercial tenants
who could afford to pay their rent
are abusing the city’s protections
and instead using the ordinance as
a free loan.
“We have shifted the playing
field that is uneven now towards
the tenant, and we’ve seen that
some tenants are taking advantage
of it. I think what we really want
to do is level the playing field so
people really do have to come
together to work out a settlement,
but right now, we’ve gone over-

board and created a situation that’s
untenable at this point in time,”
Mayor Lester Friedman said.
The council members agreed
that retail, restaurant and office
spaces should be separated into
their own categories so they could
be governed by different rules, as
each type of business is likely to
be affected differently by the
COVID-19 crisis. However, the
council was unable to come to an
agreement on which rules would
See Delivery page 21

Metro prevails in lawsuit against BHUSD Ryu demands reforms
n Judge rules that

n Plan will create Office

staging can continue
near Beverly Hills High
School

of Anti-Corruption and
Transparency
BY EDWIN FOLVEN

BY CAMERON KISZLA

Los Angeles City Councilman
David Ryu, 4th District, introduced two motions on May 19 to
establish a city office to investigate and enforce anti-corruption
laws and reform how building
projects are approved.
The motions came days after
Ryu and other council members
called for Councilman Jose
Huizar, 14th District, to step
down. Huizar is the focus of a
federal anti-corruption probe.
FBI agents raided Huizar’s home
and offices in 2018, but he has
not been charged with any
crimes.
“Corruption is alive and well in
City Hall. We need strict oversight and sweeping reform to root
it out,” Ryu said. “The public has
lost faith in their local government, and we need reform and
stronger checks and balances to
change the culture that has fostered pay-to-play politics in Los

The years-long lawsuit between
the Beverly Hills Unified School
District and the Los Angeles
County
Metropolitan
Transportation Authority has finally
come to an end.
On May 18, District Court Judge
George Wu ruled in Metro’s favor
that the agency complied with the
proper process, known as the “hard
look” requirement, when deciding
against using 1950 Avenue of the
Stars as a staging yard for construction on Metro’s Purple Line
Extension. Instead, staging for
Metro’s Century City/Constellation
station is taking place along the
fence line of Beverly Hills High
School, and the Purple Line
Extension is planned to go beneath
the school. That station, as part of
Phase 2 of the Purple Line
Extension, is scheduled to open in
2025, according to Metro’s website.
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The tunneling machines for Metro’s Purple Line Extension travel
beneath Beverly Hills High School, and the staging yard is located adjacent to the school.

“Having complied with the ‘hard
look’ requirement, it was for [Metro
and its co-defendant, the Federal
Transit Administration] to reach the
ultimate decisions, both in terms of
policy and otherwise, about what
was the right course for them to
take with respect to the selection of

the staging area,” Wu wrote in his
decision.
Wu also denied BHUSD’s
request for its attorney’s fees to be
paid by Metro and the FTA.
In a statement provided by Metro
See Judge page 21

Angeles. While laws alone may
not stop a crime, we must dismantle the system that gives City
Council far too much influence
over planning and land-use decisions.”
The motions build upon a 2019
ordinance initiated by Ryu that
bans donations from developers
to council members, as well as
behested payments, for 12
months after projects are
approved. Ryu also cited allegations of corruption that surfaced
last week when federal authorities announced that a real estate
development consultant agreed to
plead guilty to charges in a
bribery scheme involving an
unnamed member of the Los
Angeles City Council.
Councilman Paul Koretz, 5th
District, seconded both motions.
“Every Angeleno deserves an
honest, transparent and accountable City Hall, and I will do
everything in my power to make
sure that is the case,” Koretz said.
“Corruption in any form is unacceptable and has no place in Los
Angeles. Democratic governSee Council page 22
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Garcetti asks for vigilance Rivetti confirmed as interim chief for BHPD
with All in for LA campaign
By edwin folven

On May 15, Los Angeles
Mayor Eric Garcetti launched the
All in for LA campaign to
encourage and inspire Angelenos
to remain unified, vigilant and
resilient in the response to
COVID-19.
“We are not moving beyond
COVID-19, we are learning how
to live with it safely, and that
takes the unity of purpose that
Angelenos are showing in this
crisis,” Garcetti said. “All in for
LA reminds us that this moment
demands shared sacrifice – staying inside as much as possible,
wearing face coverings when we
leave our homes and keeping
our physical distance. That’s
how we overcome this challenge
together.”
All in for LA documents how
Angelenos are answering the call
to action during the pandemic
and urges residents to continue
making difficult but necessary
choices. The campaign was made
possible with the pro-bono collaboration of the creative agency
72andSunny Los Angeles, and
the complete PSA can be viewed

by visiting youtube.com/watch?v=6YziKcS8bLU.
Directed by live-action director John X. Carey, the film highlights how empathy, urgency and
determination will help the city
through these difficult times.
Using video interviews and
GoPro footage, the film reinforces the importance of staying
home and features the stories of
restaurant workers, a laid-off bartender, a new father, a working
mother, a new couple and a medical professional.
Actor Danny Trejo also
appears in the PSA, calling on
Angelenos to remain indoors
while COVID-19 is still a danger
to everyone’s health.
All in for LA will air on local
news and appear on social media
platforms and digital billboards
across Los Angeles, thanks to
donations totaling nearly $1 million. Anyone can get involved on
social media by sharing how they
are going all in for L.A., using
#allinforLA.
For information, visit coronavirus.lacity.org.

The Beverly Hills City Council
approved Dominick Rivetti as the
interim chief of the Beverly Hills
Police Department on May 19 while
a search for a permanent chief is
conducted.
Beverly Hills City Manager
George Chavez announced last
week that Rivetti had been selected
to head the department following
the retirement of Chief Sandra
Spagnoli, whose tenure ended on
May 15. City Council confirmation
was necessary, and after members
gave their approval on Tuesday,
Rivetti started as interim chief the
following day.
Rivetti previously served as interim chief for the BHPD beginning in
2015 during a nine-month period
between the retirement of former
chief David Snowden and the hiring
of Spagnoli in 2016. At the time,
Rivetti had recently retired as chief
of the Los Angeles District
Attorney’s Bureau of Investigation,
and also formerly served as chief of
the
San
Fernando
Police
Department from 1985-2001.
“We are thrilled to have you
back,” said Councilwoman Lili
Bosse, who also addressed Rivetti.
“Congratulations to us, and we look
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The Beverly Hills Police Department is being led by interim Chief
Dominick Rivetti, who began work on May 20.

forward to working with you
again.”
“I’m excited to see Chief Rivetti
back. We had a great experience,”
Councilman Julian Gold added,
while also addressing Rivetti. “Dom,
welcome back, we’re happy to have
you here. We look forward to all
you’ll bring to the city yet again.”
Councilman John Mirisch also
expressed optimism about the
BHPD’s future.
“We’re looking forward to you

working with our [police department] and setting them up for the
next chapter,” Mirisch added.
Rivetti is a law enforcement veteran who said public safety and protecting quality of life is paramount.
“I look forward to working with
the outstanding men and women of
the Beverly Hills Police Department
to keep Beverly Hills as safe as possible, especially with the trying
times of this pandemic,” Rivetti
said.

City Council takes steps to cap Councilman calls for temporary outdoor dining
food delivery commissions
Los Angeles City Council voted
unanimously on May 20 to draft an
ordinance that will cap the commission third-party food delivery
companies can charge restaurants
at 15% during the COVID-19
emergency.
The effort was led by
Councilman Mitch O’Farrell, 13th
District, who is concerned about
the costs delivery services are passing along to restaurants. O’Farrell
cited the importance of the services
provided by companies such as
Grubhub, Uber Eats, DoorDash
and Postmates, but said commissions can be as high as 30% and
have a detrimental impact on
restaurant profits. Capping the

Small business
fund approved
in 13th District
The Los Angeles City Council
approved an initiative by
Councilman Mitch O’Farrell on
May 19 to provide $1million in
grants to struggling small businesses in the 13th District.
The $1 million in funding would
normally be allocated for public
improvement projects in the district, but O’Farrell redirected it to
the Emergency Small Business
Grant program to help small businesses impacted by the COVID-19
public health emergency.
The funds will be used for 13th
District businesses with 26 or fewer
employees. The city’s Economic
and Workforce Development
Department will develop the guidelines and application process for the
program.
More details about the application process for the program will be
available in the coming days. For
information, visit cd13.com.

commission is particularly important during the COVID-19 public
health emergency, with many
restaurants and eateries struggling
to survive.
Other cities have proposed similar measures. San Francisco’s
Mayor London Breed has issued an
order capping the commissions at
15% during the COVID-19 emergency.
For information, visit cd13.lacity.org.
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As part of the Los Angeles
City Council’s efforts to support
small businesses during the
COVID-19 pandemic, Council
President Pro Tempore Joe
Buscaino, 15th District, introduced a motion on May 19 to
allow businesses to apply for
temporary use of sidewalks,
streets, parking lots and outdoor
spaces for dining, exercise classes and other activities to allow
for increased social distancing.
Buscaino has been a longtime
advocate for a sidewalk dining
program in Los Angeles and

hopes to implement it using a
new city temporary use permit
system.
“As the state of California
continues to slowly reopen, local
governments must find creative
ways to support our small businesses to retain jobs and create a
new normal,” Buscaino said.
“Creatively repurposing our
public spaces to accommodate
more uses will both protect people’s health, save jobs, and save
our local restaurants.”
The councilman added that as
the county moves into further

phases of reopening, Los
Angeles is in a unique position to
assist with the rebuilding of the
restaurant industry by allowing
temporary encroachments on the
public right of way. If implemented, the program will allow
restaurants to use sidewalks and
low traffic streets as outdoor dining spaces, giving them the ability to maintain capacity while
adhering to social distancing and
other health and safety guidelines, Buscaino said.
For
information,
visit
la15th.com.
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Beverly Hills looks to find savings in budget
n City Council wants to

reduce expenses before
using reserves
BY CAMERON KISZLA
In a May 14 study session, the
Beverly Hills City Council
approved a framework for cuts to
city expenses as part of the city’s
budget process.
Due to the coronavirus pandemic,
three of the city’s economic drivers
– sales, business and hotel taxes –
are expected to see steep drop-offs
in the coming year, said Don
Harrison, budget and revenue officer for the city. Harrison estimated
sales tax would be 43.8% lower
than last year’s budgeted revenue,
the transient occupancy tax on
hotels would be down 45% and
business tax would be down 26.6%.
“The last thing we want to do is
over-project revenue and end up
being short sometime during the
year, so we always take that conservative approach. Even with that,
we’re looking at a severe decline
next year,” Harrison said.
Harrison said for fiscal year
2020-21, the city needs to come up
with $38.8 million to balance the
budget.
With that in mind, the City
Council directed staff to pursue several avenues for cost-saving cuts.
For instance, reducing some
funding for capital improvement
projects, delaying vehicle and
equipment replacements, and
reducing material and supply purchases could save the city more than
$24 million.

Some larger projects, such as a
continuation of the Santa Monica
Boulevard reconstruction project on
the westernmost side of the city,
have millions of dollars allocated,
but no start date in sight, Harrison
said. That money could be better
used in other ways now.
“We think that the money could
be used in the short term to keep
vital services going, and in the long
term, when we recover, we would
be able to put money back in there,”
Harrison said.

“I would like to
make sure that we
have really, really
scrubbed this
budget to ensure
we have saved
every dime that we
can before we get
into the budget
stabilization fund.”
-Beverly Hills City
Councilman Julian Gold
The city can use hiring freezes,
voluntary early retirements and
buyouts, and delaying scheduled
salary increases – as well as furloughs and layoffs, if necessary – to
come up with another $11.6 million, Harrison said.
Harrison also proposed that the
council could use $5.6 million of its
$13 million budget stabilization
reserve to finish balancing the bud-

get. While the council was open to
using reserve money, some council
members wanted to look closer for
cuts before reserves would be used.
“I would like to make sure that we
have really, really scrubbed this budget to ensure we have saved every
dime that we can before we get into
the budget stabilization fund,”
Councilman Julian Gold said.
Councilman John Mirisch also
proposed that the city could take
advantage of the opportunity presented by the crisis to become
“leaner and meaner, or cut some fat
that we maybe should have been
doing anyway.”
“Hopefully, by streamlining, by
doing things better, we really can –
in doing more with less – we will
not need to have noticeable service
cuts,” Mirisch said. “As good as
any organization is, nothing is so
good that it can’t get better. Let’s
look at this as an opportunity to
improve.”
Vice Mayor Robert Wunderlich
made clear that the cost-cutting
measures were not something that
the city wants to do, but rather a
matter of necessity.
“These are items that we want,
but the impacts are great enough
that we will have to consider wideranging cuts,” Wunderlich said.
The council members agreed that
this year’s budget will be abbreviated, and city staff will return for
changes to the budget as needed due
to the ever-changing nature of coronavirus-related regulations and the
economic impact of those rules.
City staff will also return for
another study session before the
budget is adopted in time for the
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The reconstruction of Santa Monica Boulevard on the western side of
Beverly Hills may be delayed due to the coronavirus pandemic.

new fiscal year to begin on July 1 so
that the council members can further debate where the cuts should
take place.
Not all is doom and gloom, however, as Harrison said the economy
as a whole is likely to see a v-curve,
which is marked by a sharp decline
and a sharp recovery. Hotels and
retail are more likely to see a
swoosh curve, which features a
sharp decline and more gradual
recovery that could take up to three
years, but Harrison said he was
encouraged, as he believes “we’ve
already seen the down” and he is
seeing “the forecast of a decent
comeback.”
That comeback could be further

enhanced by pent-up demand that is
released through people spending
more than they normally would
once stores reopen, a phenomenon
that Harrison said is known as
“revenge shopping” in some parts
of Asia.
“We’re hoping to see a lot of
revenge shopping in the triangle as
soon as we open things back up,”
Harrison said.
Mayor Lester Friedman was similarly optimistic about the city’s
future.
“Once we have the opportunity
for the economy to rebound, I think
it is going to rebound, and the question of course is when,” Friedman
said.
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Party in Hollywood Hills prompts warnings Blaze at cannabis business
injures 11 firefighters
By edwin folven

A man in his 20s is recovering
after accidentally shooting himself in
the groin on May 16 at a house party
in the Hollywood Hills.
Police received calls at approximately 10:30 p.m. about people
gathering and loud noise at a party at
1410 Miller Drive, located in the
hills above Sunset Boulevard and
West Hollywood. Officers from the
Los Angeles Police Department’s
Hollywood Division arrived to find
up to 100 people at the house, in violation of the city’s “Safer at Home”
order during the COVID-19 emergency. Officers were ordering people
to disperse when a gunshot rang out,
prompting people to flee in all directions, said. Lt. Mike Rippe, with the
Hollywood Division. Police found a
man suffering from a gunshot
wound. The unidentified man was
taken to a hospital, treated and
released within 48 hours, Rippe
added.
“He had the gun in his waistband
and ended up shooting himself,”
Rippe said. “This was a tactical
nightmare from a police perspective.
People were leaving the party and
then a shot rings out, and you had
people running for their lives.”
The shooting was determined to
be accidental and no arrests were
made. It is unclear if the gun
belonged to the unidentified man
who shot himself. Detectives are still
investigating and are looking into
whether the man was “playing” with
the gun and may have caused it to
fire when he stuck it in his waistband, Rippe said.
“That’s the reason why we as
police officers wear holsters,” he
added. “With something like that,
there are so many things that can go
wrong.”
The incident was troublesome on
many other levels, he said, including
the fact that such a large party was
occurring while the “Safer at Home”
order is in effect. Rippe said the
investigation has determined that the
home had been rented through
Airbnb and was supposed to be used
for a birthday party with no more
than 10 people. The number of people attending grew exponentially,
however, after word spread on social
media. Rippe said it doesn’t appear
to be an incident in which someone
rented the house under false pretenses and then planned a big party,
rather a situation beyond the homeowner and renter’s control.
Authorities consider the situation an

n Inspections planned

at similar locations
to ensure safety
By edwin folven
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A special LAPD patrol car responds to loud parties in the Hollywood Hills
on weekends.

anomaly and will be working with
the owner and Airbnb to prevent
similar occurrences in the future.
The city enacted a party house
ordinance in 2018 after years of
complaints by community members
about people renting houses in the
Hollywood Hills and using them for
parties. Guests caused traffic that frequently clogged narrow streets and
parking was a problem. The parties
often lasted into the early morning
hours, many times with loud music
blaring. Some of the most egregious
instances involved exotic animals
being paraded along narrow streets
and used at parties as displays and
entertainment.
Los Angeles City Councilman
David Ryu, 4th District, spearheaded
the effort to enact the Party House
Ordinance, which established a
tiered system in which both the people renting houses and throwing parties can be cited and fined, as well as
the property owner. Violations can
be fined $100 for a first offense, and
up to $8,000 for a sixth citation.
Rippe said the Los Angeles City
Attorney’s Office will file charges if
a particular site remains problematic
after six citations are issued. No citation was issued regarding the May
16 party, although the incident
remains under investigation.
“Out-of-control party houses
have been an issue for years, and it’s
why we passed the party house
ordinance in 2018,” Ryu said. “The
coronavirus pandemic has created a
new kind of party house, maybe not
as big, but certainly a danger to public health and the community. I
want to see these parties shut down,
and to make sure we keep our hillsides from becoming a hub for
house parties.”
Ryu’s
spokesman
Mark
Pampanin said under the party

New fire erupts in same space
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A fire that erupted on May 15 in a vacant Koreatown restaurant
space was extinguished in 45 minutes. The blaze was reported at
approximately 12:10 a.m. at 231 S. Vermont Ave., in a space that was
the site of a previous fire on March 28. The space is in a strip mall
that was undergoing renovations. It formerly housed the Bak Kung 2
Korean barbecue restaurant and the Pampanga Master Grill.
The blaze on May 15 was extinguished at 12:53 a.m. Los Angeles
Fire Department arson investigators are trying to determine the cause
of both fires at the site, and the incidents remain under investigation.
No injuries were reported.

house ordinance, an extra patrol car
is deployed to the Hollywood Hills
on weekends to respond when disruptive parties are reported. Funding
to ensure the special patrol unit will
be operational in the future will be
preserved in the upcoming budget,
he added.
Rippe said officers have the
power to cite people in violation of
the “Safer at Home” order but did
not have any numbers as to how
many citations may have been
issued. He said the approach is educational unless an egregious situation occurs in which people refuse to
obey orders to disperse.
“When groups have large parties,
we are only finding out about them
when someone calls and reports
them,” Rippe said. “We will respond
and make sure they are social distancing. If it’s an active party with a
problem, we will issue a citation. If
the problem continues, then we have
the power to give out more citations
and will take whatever steps are necessary. It’s one of the tools we have
to address large parties.”

Local and federal authorities
are investigating the cause of a
major fire at a building in downtown Los Angeles on May 16 in
which 11 firefighters were injured
when a fireball erupted.
The structure fire at 327 E.
Boyd St. was reported at 6:26
p.m. The first companies arrived
on scene within four minutes to
find a one-story commercial
building with smoke emanating
from the structure. Businesses
inside were not open and firefighters used saws to gain access
to the structure, LAFD
spokesman Nicholas Prange said.
Firefighters used hoses at the
base of the building as personnel
were sent to the roof to open it for
ventilation. Firefighters on the
roof encountered increased pressurized smoke and heard a rumbling sound indicating dangerous
conditions and immediately
began exiting the building. As
they retreated, an explosion created a fireball that enveloped firefighters as they descended from
the roof on a ladder. The heat
melted helmets, burned protective coats and hoods, and charred
a nearby fire truck, Prange said.
The personnel in charge sent
out a mayday call and treatment
began for the 11 firefighters who
had been injured. They were all
from Fire Station 9, located at 430

E. Seventh St., in the Skid Row
area. Dozens of additional fire
trucks and ambulances from the
surrounding area were dispatched
to the scene to assist with medical
treatment and fire suppression,
Prange added.
The 11 injured firefighters
were taken to Los Angeles
County-USC Medical Center. As
of May 18, five had been
released. The remaining six firefighters are in stable condition
and are expected to be released in
the coming days.
At the peak of the incident,
more than 230 firefighters were
deployed to the blaze, which was
extinguished at 8:08 p.m. Los
Angeles Fire Department Arson
investigators are working with
the Los Angeles Police
Department’s Major Crimes
Bureau and the federal Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms to
investigate the cause.
The fire occurred in a space
occupied by Smoke Tokes
Wholesale Distributor, an alleged
supplier of ingredients to make
butane honey oil, a form of
cannabis. It was unclear if the
business was operating legally.
Prange said the LAFD will
release additional information
about the incident in the coming
days.
LAFD Chief Ralph Terrazas
announced on Tuesday that the
fire department will inspect all
similar cannabis businesses
throughout the city in the coming
weeks to ensure chemicals are
being stored safely and there are
no other violations.
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WeHo celebrates new mayor
n City Council takes a

moment to show
gratitude
BY JOSE HERRERA
The West Hollywood City
Council invited the community to
watch Mayor Pro Tempore Lindsey
Horvath be sworn in as the city’s
next mayor on May 18.
Actress and activist Jane Fonda
made a special appearance for West
Hollywood’s annual City Council
Reorganization and Installation ceremony to swear in Horvath. The
two women have previously
worked together on V-Day – which
is a global day of activism to end
violence against women and girls.
“Lindsey, I’m really honored to
do this,” Fonda said. “Congratulations, you’re going to be a great
mayor.”
Councilman John Heilman was
sworn in by city clerk Yvonne
Quarker as mayor pro tempore.
Horvath said that she has been
listening more to the community,
and is being led by experts, data and
science to help inform the choices
she has and will be making.
As part of the oath of office proceedings, friends and colleagues
such as Los Angeles County
Supervisor Janice Hahn, former
presidential
candidate
Pete
Buttigieg and Beverly Hills Mayor
Lester Friedman congratulated
Horvath on her upcoming term
leading the city of West Hollywood.
“You’ve dedicated your career to
fighting for justice for the underserved, for positive changes in our
communities,” Hahn said. “You’ve
been an unyielding force for the
LGBTQ rights. You understand the
issues that impact your constituents
every single day.”
Buttigieg noted the importance of
local leaders, especially mayors,
who have never been more important at a time of so much uncertainty
and pain.

“The work that you
are doing in West
Hollywood can and
should serve as a
model for building
a more hopeful
and inclusive
society for
Americans of
every
background.”
-Pete Buttigieg,
former presidential candidate
“Your work will be vital throughout this pandemic and the recovery
effort that is going to last for months
and years,” Buttigieg said. “The
work that you are doing in West
Hollywood can and should serve as
a model for building a more hopeful
and inclusive society for Americans
of every background.”
Friedman added that he and the
rest of the city of Beverly Hills will
be right beside Horvath and West
Hollywood’s City Council as they
support each other through the
COVID-19 crisis.
Horvath said she was blessed to
have Heilman as her copilot during
her mayoral term. Councilman John
Duran echoed her thoughts by
describing Heilman as the heart and
soul of the city.
“We couldn’t have a better person

on the council than John,” Duran
said. “I appreciate you being here
from day one. This is not the first
time you’ve been asked to lead us
through tough times. You’ve led us
through HIV and AIDS [crisis],
through the 2008 recession, and
now through COVID-19.”
Horvath and Heilman both
agreed that during their terms they
will be focusing on access to transportation, food insecurity, housing
issues and rebuilding the city’s
economy.
“We need to put people in need at
the center of our work, and pass a
budget that reflects those priorities,” Horvath said. “We must do
more.”

photo courtesy of the city of West Hollywood

Actress and activist Jane Fonda swore in West Hollywood Mayor Lindsey Horvath on May 18.

Lastly, they agreed the city must
be methodical in how it reopens,
and will make the appropriate and
safe choices to ensure visitors and
residents feel welcomed into the

city with open arms.
“Now more than ever, we have to
feel the love that’s around us, to
hold space for each other and bring
joy to each other,” Horvath said. “I

want to thank you all for helping us
stay in touch with that pride that we
celebrate as a community, and the
pride we hold in our hearts each
and every day of the year.”
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WeHo Park project may be completed in 2021
n City Council approves

concurrent construction
work
BY JOSE HERRERA
The COVID-19 pandemic has
temporarily closed or slowed down
sectors of the economy, yet construction is one industry that continues, Councilwoman Lauren Meister
said.
The West Hollywood City
Council unanimously approved
allowing its contractor, Sinanian
Development Inc., to concurrently
work on Phases II and Phase III of
the West Hollywood Park Phase II
Implementation Project while the
park is closed, during a virtual City
Council meeting on May 18.
“The construction team sat down
to develop a plan intended to shorten the timeline due to the current
circumstances,”
said
Steve
Campbell, Facilities and Recreation
Services Department director. “We
were able to come up with something that would shorten that by
approximately 250 days and provide a new completion timeline of
September 2021.”

This would mean the contractor
would be able to remove the existing facilities and pool, and begin the
landscaping and playground work
that was scheduled for completion
late 2022. Certain elements of the
park such as the auditorium, aquatic
center, park offices, playgrounds,
tiny tot building and public access
studio will be closed.
Under the new work timeline, the
city will save $850,000 that can be
used for other services, according to
Councilman John Duran.
Additionally, the City Council
authorized issuance of bonds worth
up to $100 million. A majority of
that money would help fund the
remaining $50 million in work that
needs to be done for the park project, according to Assistant City
Manager David Wilson.
A staff report detailed the bonds
will also finance other capital projects such as purchasing commercial properties located at 8301 Santa
Monica Blvd. and the Log Cabin,
the development of a parking lot at
8120 Santa Monica Blvd., the
underground of utility poles
throughout the city, implementing
the Design District Streetscape
Master Plan which includes pur-

Notable quotes
“The secret of a happy marriage is finding the right person. You
know they’re right if you love to be with them all the time.”
Julia Child
Aug. 15, 1912 – Aug. 13, 2004

After 32 years of marriage and 30 years of working side-by-side, I
guess we picked the right person!
Happy Anniversary to us! May 21, 1988
Michael and Karen Villalpando

O’Farrell supports state
Economic Recovery Fund
Los Angeles City Councilman
Mitch O’Farrell, 13th District,
introduced a resolution on May
13 in support of a plan by state
lawmakers to establish a $25 billion Economic Recovery Fund to
address the aftermath of the
COVID-19 pandemic that
includes potential rent forgiveness and mortgage tax credits for
renters and landlords.
According to the bill’s authors
– state Senate President Pro
Tempore Toni G. Atkins (D-San
Diego) and Sens. Holly J.
Mitchell (D-Los Angeles),
Steven Bradford (D-Gardena)
and Robert M. Hertzberg (D-Los
Angeles) – the legislation would
create an agreement between
renters, landlords and the state
government to resolve unpaid
rents over a period of 10 years.
Under the proposal, unpaid
rent would be based solely on
ability to pay, with hardship cases
allowing for potential forgiveness or protection from eviction
with a commitment to repay
rents, without interest, to the state
over a 10-year period, beginning
in 2024.
In turn, landlords would provide rent relief and a commitment not to evict their tenants
while receiving tax credits from
the state equal to the value of the
lost rents, spread equally over tax
years 2024-33.

“Since March, I have been acting to help renters and property
owners at the local level, while
also advocating for assistance
from our state and federal leaders.
I am pleased to see our state legislators stepping forward in a big
way,” O’Farrell said. “With catastrophic job losses, thousands of
households in Los Angeles have
lost their ability to pay rent, thereby impacting the mortgages,
loans and property taxes of property owners. The kind of comprehensive relief we need now can
only come from the state and federal government. As the pandemic lingers into the summer, I will
continue to work with every level
of government to ensure
Angelenos stay in their homes
and have jobs to go back to.”
As proposed, the Economic
Recovery Fund would provide
up to $25 billion in direct relief
over the course of two years to
people across the state including
renters, landlords, small business
owners and nonprofit organizations. The policy maintains a collective focus on homelessness
prevention, intervention and
reduction. The plan also further
keeps funds protected for K-12
schools and institutions of higher
education by creating an immediate revenue stream.
For information, visit cd13.lacity.org.

chasing and installing LED street
lamps, two new traffic signals and
upgraded on-street parking meters.
West Hollywood resident Larry
Block, a 2020 City Council candidate, questioned why the city chose
to issue lease revenue bonds, which
have fluctuating rates, rather than
general obligation bonds, a municipal bond backed by the credit and
taxing power of the city, which normally have lower interest rates. He
was also concerned about consequences if the city was unable to pay
its debt to investors.
“One percent more is a million
dollars a year,” Block said. “More
importantly, general obligation
bonds are owned by the city and not
a third party. If the city fails on lease
revenue bonds, the holder of the
bonds will own our park. And if we
default, then what? Will we have to
pay admission to the park like some
pay admission to drive in the fast
lane?”
Block suggested the council be
conservative when it comes to the
city’s economy, especially since
bonds will be repaid by future generations.
City Manager Paul Arevalo said
this is a long-term strategy that will
give the city flexibility going into
the future, as the city is hoping for a
2% or 3% interest rate.
“The targeted goal here is to issue
the debt and lock it in at some of the
lower rates that we’ve ever seen,”
Arevalo said. “It is something that is
a finance strategy that provides us
flexibility within the general fund,
but if in the end, we get prepared to
issue the debt and the rates are

photo by Cameron Kiszla

West Hollywood Park is closed, and the city will implement a new work
schedule that will accelerate the West Hollywood Park Phase II
Implementation Project.

something that is not acceptable,
we can walk away from the deal
with some costs.”
Historically, the city has received
favorable interest rates on its bonds
because of its AAA general obligation bond rating and AA+ lease revenue bond rating, the highest possible ratings a credit rating agency
can give, Arevalo said.
“We are essentially financing
these public improvements over
time by issuing debt and agreeing
to pay for it over time rather than
drawing down on all of our current
resources,” Mayor Pro Tempore
John Heilman said.
Duran said he supports issuing
the bonds and leaving the city’s

reserves available to address other
issues such as food insecurity and
rental assistance.
“We don’t know what lies
ahead,” Duran said. “Whatever
comes our way, we are going to
need to have the ability to respond
to it quickly to make sure people
are not harmed or hurt.”
The city has previously issued
bonds three times to pay for the
West Hollywood Park project, and
this newest round of bonds will
increase the city’s annual repayment from $9 million to $11.5 million, a cost Wilson said the city can
afford to pay.
See Park page 22
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Keeping a lifeline in place for seniors in need
n Hollywood Chamber

continues neighborhood
council’s program
BY EDWIN FOLVEN
The Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce is known for hosting
elaborate star ceremonies with
celebrities on the Walk of Fame and
representing Tinseltown’s many
famous businesses, but the staff has
switched gears during the COVID19 pandemic and is currently working to ensure seniors and others in
need have meals and necessities to
keep them healthy and safe.
Known as the Hollywood Unites
Initiative, the program grew out of
an earlier partnership with the
Central Hollywood Neighborhood
Council. When “Safer at Home”

orders were issued in March, the
neighborhood council launched a
program to deliver meals and groceries to seniors and others at higher risk of contracting the coronavirus so they didn’t have to go to
stores. Members of Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce’s staff supported the program by calling
seniors and identifying who needed
help. The neighborhood council
program ended earlier this month,
as was planned from the beginning,
and the chamber of commerce
stepped in to fill the need. Through
financial support and donations
from members and help from
Hollywood restaurants, the chamber has been able to continue offering free meals on a limited basis.
Rana Ghadban, president and
CEO of the Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce, said the initiative is sup-

Marriage license appointments
to be available in L.A. County
Los Angeles County RegistrarRecorder/County Clerk Dean C.
Logan announced marriage
license appointments are now
available to L.A. County couples.
Earlier this month, the governor issued an executive order
permitting the county clerk to
issue marriage licenses utilizing
video conferencing. The county
has worked to implement a
process and offer this service in a
secure and accessible manner.
To make an appointment for
services through the video confer-

encing system, one or both individuals be a resident of Los
Angeles County. Both individuals
must be in the same place in the
state of California and must have
valid government identification.
Additionally, the couple must
have a device with video/audio
capabilities (desktop, laptop,
tablet or phone) and must have an
internet connection.
For
information,
visit
lavote.net/home/countyclerk/marriage-licenses-ceremonies.

ported by the Hollywood Chamber
Community Foundation, which is
raising more money to sustain the
program. Approximately $25,000
was used for the effort, which
involves meal delivery as well other
necessities. Many businesses have
also donated items during the pandemic, and the chamber has coordinated their delivery to organizations
supporting people in need.
The Best Western Hollywood
Plaza Inn donated towels and bedding that were provided to the
Salvation Army Hollywood Corps
Community Center, the YMCA and
People Assisting the Homeless.
Occidental Entertainment Group
Holdings donated toilet paper that
was distributed to the Los Angeles
LGBT Center, St. Barnabas Senior
Services, Hollywood Housing
Coalition, Oasis Hollywood,
Assistance League of Los Angeles,
the Center Hollywood, and Aviva
Family and Children’s Service.
Ghadban said the Hollywood
Unites Initiative is a natural fit for
the chamber of commerce, which
provides support to keep the
Hollywood community thriving.
“We saw the significant needs of
the community and we started hearing from restaurants who were
members of the chamber who wanted to help, and we began to connect
the dots,” Ghadban said. “We have
been doing the deliveries two times
a week. We make the calls to
seniors who expressed needs in the
Central Hollywood Neighborhood
Council program. It’s very rewarding to make sure we are getting
meals to the people who need them
most and supporting our local busi-

photo courtesy of Hollywood Chamber of Commerce

Frank Miceli, right, owner of Miceli’s Italian Restaurant in Hollywood, has
been preparing meals for delivery to seniors. Josue Tovar, left, who regularly
works as a bartender and server, is helping at their curbside service tent.

nesses at the same time.”
The chamber pays for the meals
and staff make the deliveries. Local
restaurants that have partnered
include Miceli’s Italian Restaurant,
Hoy’s Wok, Al Wazir Chicken and
Jersey Mike’s. Miceli’s, a landmark
at 1646 N. Las Palmas Ave. since
1949, prepared approximately 30
orders of fettuccini with chicken,
spaghetti with meatballs and
spaghetti with marinara sauce for
delivery on Tuesday.
“We are happy and excited to be
on board,” owner Frank Miceli
said. “It’s something we have been
doing for a lot of years, giving back
to the community. We try to do
whatever we can whenever we can
to help.”
Al Wazir Chicken at 6051
Hollywood Blvd. has prepared
chicken, beef and lamb kabobs for
delivery as part of its effort to help.
“We are happy to participate.
Anything we can do to bring a
smile to someone’s face right now

is good,” said employee Rafael
Stepanian, who is helping to prepare the meals for delivery. “We are
happy to work with the chamber
and help people in any way we
can.”
Ghadban said the chamber is
seeking more donations and hopes
to continue the initiative as long as
it is needed. She said the hope is for
a safe return to normalcy in
Hollywood as businesses are slowly allowed to reopen, and in the
meantime, the Hollywood Chamber
of Commerce will continue to support its members and the community.
“I am very hopeful. Hope is what
keeps you alive. We are trying to
follow all of the changes with the
efforts of the mayor and county and
the governor of California about the
stages of reopening,” Ghadban
said. “Hopefully soon, we will be
able to return to having businesses
open and people returning to
Hollywood Boulevard.”
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Cedars-Sinai resumes clinic visits and surgeries
Cedars-Sinai has begun a phased
reopening of its medical offices
with in-person appointments and
resumed medically necessary surgeries and procedures that had been
postponed because of the COVID19 pandemic.
The public health crisis required
Cedars-Sinai and hospitals across
the country to change the way they
deliver care, prompting greater
reliance on video visits and phone
consultations. Based on guidance
from county and state health
authorities, Cedars-Sinai now is
moving to expand direct outpatient
and inpatient care while continuing
to offer telehealth options that have
proved highly popular among
patients.
“Although our patients can continue to access our care through
video visits or via phone during
California's stay-at-home order, we
are excited to also welcome them
back in person,” said Dr. John E.
Jenrette, executive vice president of
the Cedars-Sinai Medical Network.

“We are reaching out to our patients
to let them know it’s important to
not delay their health care, especially if they have a chronic condition such as cancer, diabetes, heart
disease or high blood pressure.”
Cedars-Sinai staff are actively
developing plans to increase capacity at outpatient clinics and in operating rooms in the days and weeks
ahead. Teams are taking these steps
after reviewing supplies of personal
protective equipment for staff to
ensure the safety of patients and
employees. As these plans evolve,
Cedars-Sinai urgent care centers
remain open and available to
patients.
Jenrette and other leaders
emphasize that Cedars-Sinai has
taken a number of precautionary
measures to ensure safety at hospitals, outpatient clinics, urgent care
centers, surgery centers, emergency
rooms and other locations. Safety
measures include temperature
checks, universal masking, physical distancing in waiting and clini-

Children’s Hospital Los Angeles
urges patients not to delay care
Since the start of the COVID-19
pandemic, Children’s Hospital Los
Angeles has taken extensive protective measures to prevent the
spread of the coronavirus and keep
patients, families and employees
safe. With measures in place, the
hospital is encouraging families
not to delay needed care for their
children.
“The American Academy of
Pediatrics, the U.S. Surgeon
General and the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services
have all stated that it is important
to address in a timely manner
health care that was previously
postponed,” said Paul S. Viviano,
president and CEO of CHLA.
“Throughout this crisis, Children’s
Hospital Los Angeles has been
dedicated to ensuring a safe environment for our young patients,
their families and all caregivers on
our campus. Children’s Hospital
Los Angeles remains ready to provide the entire spectrum of care
that children need. We want families to know that their child’s
health is essential and not to
unnecessarily delay care.”
Making sure children continue
to receive health care, including
preventive care, is critical, added
Dr. Mona Patel, a pediatrician and
vice president of ambulatory operations at CHLA.
“I’m having these conversations
with parents every day,” Patel
says. “We worry about vaccinepreventable illnesses, such as pertussis, or about children with
chronic
health
conditions.

Delaying care could put children at
risk for other illnesses or health
problems later on.”
CHLA has implemented a
robust on-site testing program conducted
by
the
hospital’s
Department of Pathology and
Laboratory Medicine. Since
March 13, the hospital has tested
more than 3,000 individuals for the
coronavirus. CHLA tests every
patient who is admitted to the hospital for inpatient care, and prior to
undergoing procedures.
The hospital’s Clinical Virology
Laboratory has implemented the
Centers for Disease Prevention
and Control testing protocol,
which is highly sensitive and specific in detecting the coronavirus.
The medical center’s laboratory
has also conducted supplementary
studies to ensure that the results
are highly accurate and comparable to data from the CDC. Testing
data shows that the coronavirus is
not being spread on the CHLA
campus.
The hospital also has adequate
supplies of personal protective
equipment and has increased
cleaning and disinfecting of surfaces. Daily health screenings for
all team members and visitors are
conducted when they enter the
hospital. Everyone is required to
wear a mask, except children
under age 2. More space has been
created between chairs and tables
in waiting rooms and the cafeteria.
Only one parent per patient is
allowed during visits.
For information, visit chla.org.

photo courtesy of CHLA

Children’s Hospital Los Angeles has implemented extensive protocols to
protect against the spread of COVID-19.

cal areas, limiting visitors and designating specific zones for COVID19 patients.
“We will closely monitor the situation and make adjustments as
needed, always putting the health
and safety of our patients and staff
first,” said Dr. Jeffrey A. Smith,
executive vice president of hospital
operations and chief operating officer at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.
"We are committed to serving our
community during this unprecedented time.”
Cedars-Sinai is located at 8700
Beverly Blvd. For information,
visit cedars-sinai.org.

photo courtesy of Cedars-Sinai

Cedars-Sinai is starting a phased reopening of its medical offices, including in-person appointments and the scheduling of surgical procedures.
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Metro gives more updates on subway station work
Expedited piling and decking
work continues on the Purple Line
Extension project in Beverly Hills.
For information, join a webinar
today, Thursday, May 21, from
noon to 1 p.m. Updates will be provided on the Wilshire/Rodeo and
Century City/Constellation subway
stations. To join the webinar, visit
metro.net/projects/notices/events_p
urpleline.
At the end of Section 2 of the
project in Century City, geophysical surveys are being conducted
through May 24, from 9 p.m. to 6
a.m., along Santa Monica
Boulevard between Beverly Glen
Boulevard and Fox Hills Drive.
One left turn lane will be main-

tained from Century Park West to
westbound
Santa
Monica
Boulevard, and access to driveways
will be maintained.
In Beverly Hills, the expedited
piling and decking work is ongoing
between El Camino and Crescent
drives, where a temporary street
surface is being created on Wilshire
Boulevard to allow the excavation
of the future subway station underground. The Beverly Hills City
Council approved the full closure to
expedite work during the COVID19 pandemic. Wilshire Boulevard
can be quickly restored to allow
two lanes in each direction when
the “Safer at Home” order is
rescinded, or upon request by the

LADOT continues relaxed
enforcement of parking laws
The Los Angeles Department of
Transportation’s Parking Enforcement Division has announced that it
will extend current relaxed parking
enforcement regulations until June
1, consistent with extended “Safer
at Home” orders to help prevent the
spread of COVID-19.
While certain parking regulations
are relaxed, others remain enforced
to ensure that emergency services
and other city functions continue
operation. LADOT has relaxed
enforcement of regulations pertain-

ing to residential street sweeping,
expired vehicle registration and
peak/rush hour and gridlock zone
parking restrictions. There are no
citations being issued for or towing
of abandoned vehicles and those
parking overnight.
LADOT will continue to adjust
operations to assist residents and
businesses, which can apply for the
LADOT to create temporary curbside pick-up zones.
For information, visit ladot.lacity.org/coronavirus.

city of Beverly Hills.
At Wilshire/La Cienega, station
construction, material deliveries and
instrumentation
is
ongoing.
Concrete and material deliveries to
the underground La Cienega subway station box are anticipated to
continue, with 24-hour work occurring within the staging yards near
the intersection.
A new work zone on Gale Drive
and will remain in place for approximately four weeks. There is also a
work zone in the center of Wilshire
Boulevard west of San Vicente
Boulevard that will remain in place
indefinitely while work occurs
underground. Wilshire Boulevard
will be reduced to two lanes in each
direction between Hamilton Drive
and San Vicente Boulevard. Left
turns and through traffic will be
restricted at Gale and Tower drives.
Utility and tunnel investigation
work will also continue near
Wilshire/Crescent Heights and
Wilshire/La Jolla. The work generally occurs during off-peak hours 9
a.m. to 3:30 p.m., and 8 p.m. to 6
a.m., weekdays, and 7 a.m. to 11
p.m., weekends. One or two lanes
may be closed intermittently along
Wilshire Boulevard between San
Diego Way and San Vicente
Boulevard.
New work zones in the center of
Wilshire Boulevard and McCarthy
Vista will remain in place through
Aug. 1. Wilshire Boulevard will be
reduced to two lanes in each direction between San Diego Way and
La Jolla Avenue, and McCarthy

photo by Joe Lemon/Metro

Decking on Wilshire Boulevard in Beverly Hills will allow traffic to resume
while excavation for a future subway station at Wilshire/Rodeo continues
underground.

Vista will be reduced to one lane in
each direction between Wilshire
Boulevard and Warner Drive. Street
parking will be restricted in the area.
Station construction, hauling and
concrete pouring are ongoing near
Wilshire/Fairfax. Ogden Drive will
be closed intermittently at Wilshire
Boulevard, Monday through
Saturday. Orange Grove Avenue
continues to be closed south of
Wilshire Boulevard through June.
Hauling, deliveries and tunneling
support continues near Wilshire/La
Brea and Wilshire/Sycamore.
Intermittent lane closures along
Wilshire Boulevard and side streets
between Highland Avenue and
Detroit Street may be necessary to
support construction.
A work zone in the center of
Wilshire Boulevard just west of
Rimpau Boulevard will remain in

place through September. Wilshire
Boulevard has been reduced to two
lanes in each direction between June
Street and Muirfield Road.
Tunneling support and street
maintenance work is also occurring
24-hours at a staging yard just west
of the intersection of Wilshire
Boulevard and Western Avenue.
Northbound Manhattan Place will
be closed intermittently just north of
Wilshire Boulevard. Intermittent
single-lane closures may also occur
on Wilshire Boulevard between
Western Avenue and Manhattan
Place. Southbound Oxford Avenue
will be intermittently reduced to a
single lane through the end of May.
For questions and concerns, call
the 24-hour project hotline at
(213)922-6934, email the project
team at purplelineext@metro.net, or
visit metro.net.
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County takes new steps to protect tenants

photo courtesy of L.A. Animal Services

The program aims to reunite lost pets with owners.

New resource offers help
for owners of lost animals
Pet owners have a new
resource during the COVID-19
emergency with L.A. Animal
Services’ new online program,
L.A. City Lost and Found Pets.
The webpage will be managed
by L.A. Animal Services and will
feature daily posts from residents
who have lost or found animals.
It will also include updates on
pets that have been reunited with
owners.
“When a pet becomes lost or
goes missing from home, it is a
traumatic experience for pet
owners and families,” said
Brenda Barnette, general manager of L.A. Animal Services. “The

goal of L.A. City Lost and Found
Pets is to provide animal-loving
Angelenos with an additional
resource to help lost and found
animals find their way home.”
The webpage is located at
facebook.com/groups/LACityLo
standFoundPets. L.A. Animal
Services also recommends using
apps such as Nextdoor.com,
Pawboost.com
and
Shadowapp.com for lost and
found pets.
People who cannot temporarily shelter an animal they find are
urged to call L.A. Animal
Services at (888)452-7381, or
visit laanimalservices.com.

The Los Angeles County Board
of Supervisors recently approved
two motions to stabilize housing
for people experiencing homelessness and support individuals and
businesses who may be at risk of
eviction during the COVID-19
emergency.
A
motion
authored
by
Supervisors Sheila Kuehl, 3rd
District, and Mark Ridley-Thomas,
2nd District, will create a
Homelessness
COVID-19
Recovery Plan within 30 days on
continuity of housing for people
experiencing homelessness who
have been temporarily housed during the pandemic, as well as individuals whose current housing may
be in jeopardy as a result of job loss
or inability to pay rent.
“Since the pandemic began, L.A.
County and city have done a
remarkable thing. We placed nearly
4,000 medically fragile homeless
men and women in temporary

housing with more to come,” Kuehl
said. “With this motion, we look to
the future and ask for a plan to
identify and pay for permanent
housing for these elderly and sick
individuals, many of whom suffer
from serious medical conditions.
No one wants to see these very frail
men and women put back on the
streets.”
“In the midst of a global pandemic, Los Angeles County has activated an unprecedented public-private
partnership with cities, private hotel
owners, public sector health care
staff, disaster service worker volunteers and community-based nonprofit service providers to house
vulnerable residents across our
region,” Ridley-Thomas added.
“This motion will amplify the county’s ongoing work to secure local,
state and federal revenue to implement a comprehensive crisis
response strategy.”
A related motion will extend the

county’s eviction moratorium to
June 30, and to be reviewed every
30 days thereafter, and extend the
moratorium to previously unprotected commercial or residential
tenants who are not protected by
local city eviction moratorium ordinances. The motion will apply in
county unincorporated areas as well
as in jurisdictions that have not
passed rent stabilization ordinances
covering residential and commercial tenants.
“We certainly don’t want to see
the COVID-19 epidemic create a
new surge of county residents into
homelessness or see commercial
businesses evicted because of this
pandemic,” Kuehl added. “We are
taking the kind of short-term actions
that are necessary to minimize longterm damage to our many county
families who live one paycheck
away from homelessness.”
For information, visit bos.lacounty.gov.

More federal funds sought for housing assistance
U.S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein (DCalif.) is among a group of senators
who introduced legislation on May
5 to create a $75 billion Housing
Assistance Fund that will provide
state housing finance agencies with
a flexible source of federal aid to
help people stay current with payments and remain in their homes.
If the bill is enacted, financial
assistance would be available for
mortgage and utility payments to

prevent eviction, mortgage delinquency, default, foreclosure and
loss of utility services.
“The coronavirus pandemic has
the potential to make the affordable
housing crisis even worse. Millions
of Americans have lost their jobs
practically overnight and are struggling to figure out how they’ll pay
their mortgages,” Feinstein said.
“This bill will help prevent millions
of Americans from facing mort-

gage delinquency, default and foreclosures. An influx of evictions and
newly homeless Americans while
so much of our economy remains
closed will only worsen this pandemic.”
The legislation is supported by
the National Council of State
Housing Agencies, Habitat for
Humanity and many other organizations. For information, visit feinstein.senate.gov.

Our restaurant menu is available
for take out & delivery!

We are OPEN and here
to serve our community!
Phone in an order and
we’ll have it ready for pick up!
Or get it delivered through Postmates!
Our deli, bakery and all
of your favorites are available!
Since 1931

World Famous, Award Winning Restaurant • Deli • Bakery • Bar

419 N. Fairfax Ave. (323) 651-2030

(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447 • Frances@dupars-psr.com

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax • Open for Take Out & Delivery
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Tree trimming continues
in Hollywood

photo courtesy of the 13th Council District Office

Los Angeles City Councilman Mitch O’Farrell, 13th District,
recently worked with the Department of Recreation and Parks to trim
the trees at Dorothy and Benjamin Smith Park, located at Franklin
and Sycamore Avenues in Hollywood. The pocket park is used by
neighbors in the community for exercise, yoga and recreation.
O’Farrell commended city departments for providing services to
improve community quality of life during the COVID-19 pandemic.

County extends registration for
senior public housing sites
The Los Angeles County
Development Authority has
extended the deadline to register
for its elderly family public housing sites. While initially set to
close on Aug. 10, applicants may
now continue to add their name on
up to seven site-based waiting lists
through Dec. 31, 5 p.m. by registering at lacda.org, or calling
(626)586-1845. The county’s
Section 8 waiting list remains
closed.
An elderly family is a household
whose head, co-head, spouse or
sole member is a person who is at
least 62 years of age. It may
include two or more persons who
are at least 62 years of age living
together, or one or more persons
who are at least 62 years of age living with one or more live-in aides.
Elderly families may choose,
based on eligibility, to register for
one, or all seven, waiting lists.
Applicants will be selected from
each waiting list in order of admission preferences, followed by date

and time of registration.
The seven site-based waiting lists
include nine available properties:
West
Knoll/Palm
(West
Hollywood), Carmelitos (Long
Beach), Nueva Maravilla and
Herbert Avenue (East Los
Angeles), Francisquito Villa (La
Puente), Whittier Manor (Whittier),
Marina Manor (Marina Del Rey),
Orchard Arms (Valencia), Foothill
Villa (La Crescenta) and South Bay
Gardens (Los Angeles).
If an applicant is offered a unit
from any of the waiting lists that
they have registered for, and the
unit is not accepted, the applicant’s
name will be removed from all
selected waiting lists, and they
must re-register. Therefore, it is
important that applicants only register for locations in which they are
willing to reside. LACDA maintains and manages 3,229 public and
affordable units located on 68 sites
throughout Los Angeles County.
For information, call (626)2624510, or visit lacda.org.

Schiff encourages changes to ad
policies during COVID-19 crisis
On May 15, U.S. Rep. Adam
Schiff (D-Burbank) sent a letter to
the CEOs of major advertising
trade associations asking them to
encourage their members to lift or
alter their policies that restrict
advertisements from appearing
online with articles focusing on the
coronavirus and the pandemic to
help support news media companies and to keep the population
informed and safe.
Many major online advertisers’
policies prevent their online ads
from being displayed next to coronavirus-related content.
In combination with the drastic
reduction in online advertising
budgets as a result of the economic
slowdown, these policies are
reducing revenues for newspapers
and online media outlets at a time

of immense vulnerability, Schiff
said.
“At this moment in our nation’s
history, access to timely information has perhaps never been more
critical and millions of Americans
are turning to both local and
national news outlets in record
numbers for information about
health, the economy and much
more,” Schiff wrote in his letter. “If
online advertisers block terms like
‘coronavirus’ and ‘pandemic’
across advertising channels, publishers are unable to turn increased
clicks and reporting into dollars,
thus hampering their ability to provide vital health-related reporting
to the American public when they
need it most.”
For
information,
visit
schiff.house.gov.
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City focuses on mental and emotional health
Los Angeles City Councilman
Paul Koretz, 5th District, introduced legislation on May 19 directing city staff, in consultation with
the
Los
Angeles
County
Department of Public Health, to
report on the creation of an educational campaign to enable first
responders, medical workers and
residents to better identify the onset
of mental or emotional health
issues related to the COVID-19 crisis.
“The all-hands-on-deck campaign about COVID-19 worked
well in getting the word out about
the spread of the virus. Now, we
need additional focus on its mental
health impacts,” Koretz said.

“People who are on the frontlines,
our medical workers and first
responders, are obviously at high,
exhausted risk. The mounting death
tolls, mass unemployment, life or
death economic struggles, uncertainty about the future and forced
isolation, all brought to us 24/7
from every available media outlet,
is already having a profoundly negative effect upon the general populace. We must take steps now to
highlight available care options or
we will face an ever-worsening crisis in the future.”
Koretz cited reports about concerns by mental health professionals, who are anecdotally reporting
general increases in anxiety, sui-

cides, addictive and self-destructive
behavior, and post-traumatic stress
disorder in patients.
“The mental anguish from our
current coronavirus pandemic is
disastrous. Living in a world of
constant fear and change, people
are struggling to cope,” said Dr.
Katja Pohl, a clinical health and
trauma psychologist. “There isn’t
enough support for people to
understand what they are struggling
with and how to get help. It’s necessary for us all to work together to
provide the essential psychoeducation, reduce mental health stigma
and offer treatment.”
For information, visit councilmemberpaulkoretz.com.

State law will address LGBTQ mental health
On May 13, California state
Senate Bill 855 and Senate Bill 932
passed the Senate Health
Committee, and the bills’ author,
state Sen. Scott Wiener (D-San
Francisco), said the two landmark
pieces of legislation will help
California understand and mitigate
negative impacts of COVID-19 and
address significant health disparities.
“Today, we took a big step forward in passing two important
pieces of health legislation for the
COVID-19 era,” Wiener said. “SB
855 will help Californians access
critical mental health and substance
use disorder treatment, which has
become even more important in
light of increasing isolation and
other challenges related to the pandemic. People shouldn’t have to go
to the psych emergency room to get
mental health or addiction care. We
need to intervene early to get people the help they need before they
unravel. SB 932 will allow us to
understand COVID-19’s impact on
the LGBTQ community, which has
long been forgotten or underserved
in the public health world. These
two bills will help Californians deal
with the COVID-19 pandemic,

ensure no one gets left behind and
set the stage for broader and more
equitable access to healthcare for
the long term.”
SB 855, which Wiener introduced in January with principal coauthor state Sen. Jim Beall (D-San
Jose)
and
co-author
Assemblywoman Cecilia AguiarCurry (D-Winters), requires insurance companies to cover all medically necessary mental health care
and substance use disorder treatments, not just emergency crisis
care treatment. Currently, many
insurance companies refuse to
cover mental health or addiction
care unless the person is in crisis.
Wiener introduced SB 932 in
early May in response to
California’s failure to collect data
about COVID-19’s impacts on the
LGBTQ community. The bill is coauthored by all members of the
California LGBTQ Legislative
Caucus, as well as Assemblyman
David Chiu (D-San Francisco).
Given that California is already collecting data on race, age and sex
with respect to cases of COVID-19,
SB 932 requires collection of sexual orientation and gender identity
data for all COVID-19 patients. As

Governor appoints Mahdi to state
parks and recreation commission
Gov. Gavin Newsom has
appointed Asma Mahdi, 37, of Los
Angeles, to the State Park and
Recreation Commission.
Mahdi has been policy director
at the Better World Group since
2019. She was communications
manager at the UCLA Office of the
Vice
Chancellor
for
Research/Sustainable LA Grand
Challenge from 2016 to 2019,
executive director and communica-

tions director at Green Muslims
from 2014 to 2018, outreach and
communications specialist at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Marine Debris
Program from 2012 to 2016 and
coastal cleanup day coordinator at
Heal the Bay in 2011.She earned a
Master of Environmental Science
and Management degree from the
University of California, Santa
Barbara.

DID YOU HAVE AN ESCROW ACCOUNT
WITH BANK OF AMERICA???
We are a law firm researching people who bought a
house or apartment between 7-1-2008 to 12-31-2018
using a BofA escrow account which held money for
taxes or insurance for closing the purchase.
If you are a concerned citizen who seeks justice and
wish to participate please call or email us with your
phone number and we will contact you for a meeting
and explain the issues in more detail and see if you
qualify to be part of our study. Call Mr. Michael at:

with all demographic data, no one
will be required to answer this
demographic question, though
every patient will be asked.
For information, visit sd111.senate.ca.gov.

WHEN ARE YOU
GOING TO DO
YOUR ESTATE
PLANNING?

T

he consequences of not doing any
estate planning are too numerous to
list here, but a few issues are worth mentioning. If your minor children become
orphans, or if you become incapacitated
and cannot take care of yourself, without written instructions from you the
Courts will decide who will be in
charge. The Court’s choice of guardian
or conservator may not be yours.
Additionally, the Court proceedings and
administration of these procedures can
be time consuming and cost prohibitive.
Perhaps more importantly, the drain on
finances as well as the physical and
emotional toll these procedures can
place on a family is incalculable.

In the event of your death or incapacity, failure to have established even minimal estate planning could mean your
hard earned money will be spent for
administrative costs, as well as legal and
court fees. For instance, if the value of
your GROSS assets totals more than
$100,000, you probably need to establish a living trust since estates over this
amount must be probated unless they
are in trust. This means if you are
buying a home for $500,000, even if
you have a large mortgage, your
gross asset is $500,000, (or whatever the current market value at the
time of your death). Probate currently takes at least 9 months to
complete, and that is only if everything goes smoothly. Even a moderate estate can cost between
$15,000 to $20,000 to probate. The
same estate if handled through a
“living trust” can reduce those costs
by as much as 80% and take much
less time to complete.
Proper estate planning allows you
to make your own decisions about
these matters while you can, rather
than someone else making decisions when you cannot.

KRAMER + DRESBEN
Stephen W. Kramer

(310) 659-0143

5858 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 205
Los Angeles, CA 90036

or Email: lawdoctors@juno.com

(323)964-7100
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RESTAURANT NEWS
by Jill Weinlein

Nate n’ Al’s reopens

A

fter temporarily closing at the
end of March, the beloved
Beverly Hills delicatessen Nate ’n
Al’s reopens for takeout and delivery on Tuesdays through Sundays
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Owners
Irving and Shelli Azoff have made

adjustments to create a safer space
for employees and their customers
picking up. Gloria Leon, an
employee for over 41 years, is now
taking customers phone orders. The
menu includes pastrami, bagels and
lox, chopped salad, blintzes and
matzo ball soup, as well as family
turkey meatloaf dinners, roasted

chicken pot pie and brisket with
steamed vegetables and mashed
potatoes. 414 N. Beverly Drive.,
(310)274-0101, natenals.com.

Drago reopens

O

ne of Los Angeles’ favorite
Italian restaurants, Drago has
reopened for pick-up and delivery
everyday from 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Their takeout menu includes lentil
or minestrone soup, Caesar salad, a
variety of pastas, lasagne, burger,
pizzas and calzones. They are also

offering catering services and selling Drago homemade pastas,
sauces, olive oils are pasta kits
online at giacominodrago.com. All
bottled wines are 25% off. Drago
has partnered with Postmates,
Grubhub, UberEats and DoorDash.
Phone orders
can be made
for pick-up at
6 0 6 0
Wilshire
B l v d . ,
(323)8002244.

Wow Bao
dumplings, bowls
and potstickers

T

he fast-casual Wow Bao savory
rice bowls, pan-seared potstickers and signature hot Asian buns are
now available for pick-up at
Kitchen United Pasadena or via
contactless delivery on Grubhub,
UberEats and Postmates. Order two
to 18 bao packs; orange, teriyaki or
Kung Pao spicy chicken bowls; five

WOW!

For a Limited Time!
We’re Offffering Our World Fam
mous
Hotcake Batttter!
32 oz. - $11.95 • 16 oz. $9.9
95
+ melted butttter & syrup
Call Now to Order!
er!
In the Original
Farmers Market
3rd & Fairfax
(323)933-8447 Ba
akery
(323)933-8446 Restaur
t antt

We’re Open and
Ready to Serve You!
Monday–Saturday: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Serving the finest meats and poultry in Los Angeles
Family Owned at the Farmers Market for 79 Years
6333 W. Third St. • Farmers Market • 323.938.5131
www.marcondas.com
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to 30 potstickers or dumplings.
Wow Bao sources the highest quality, sustainably-raised, non-GMO,
antibiotic and steroid-free chicken,
beef and pork. Go to wowbao.com
and pick up at 55 S. Madison Ave.,
Pasadena.

ounce bottle that serves up to three.
All ordering is exclusively at
exploretock.com/lucquescatering.
For safety-compliant curb-side
pick-up, go to the Larder at Maple
Drive from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 345 N.
Maple Drive, Beverly Hills.

Lucques AllAmerican Summer
Rib Fest

Larder Baking
Company

P

ick up a feast of slow-cooked
ribs, beef brisket, hot wings and
sides on Saturday, May 23, and
Sunday, May 24. The complete
menu includes St. Louis-style pork
ribs, braised beef brisket, spiced
lamb spare ribs and Too-Hot-toHandle chicken wings. Sides
include coleslaw and baked beans,
long-cooked collard greens, watermelon and lime salad, grilled cornbread and Wonder bread, and barbecue sauce. Finish with an apricot
and berry cobbler and vanilla creme
fraiche. The price is $65 per person.
There is also an à la carte menu for
custom rib fest orders. Bar man
Christiaan Röllich is making his
Cowboy Cocktails: Longhorn
Lemonade, the Cossack Cowboy,
Double Barrel and bloody mary.
These are priced at $20 for a 12-
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available including an assortment
of six muffins for $20. Pick up
times are from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Order at exploretock.com/thelarderbakingco. 8990 National
Blvd., (310)839-3224.

Malibu Beach Inn
virtual winemaker’s
brunch

D

elicious breads, muffins,
scones and cookies are available for pick-up and delivery.
Larder Baking Company has
expanded their offerings to include
a Weekend Brunch Box for $25 or a
Morning Glory pastry box filled
with four muffins, four scones and
four chocolate chip cookies for $32.
They are also offering a bread basket filled with two French
baguettes, one whole wheat ciabatta, one sourdough load and one
sliced pullman loaf for $32. Their
Almost Summer BBQ box offers
six brioche burger buns, one rustic
ciabatta loaf, one salted caramel
brownie and two cornbread muffins
for $28. Delivery is available for
$15 within a five-mile radius of
Larder Baking Company between 1
to 4 p.m. Orders are Monday
through Friday only. Pick-up is also

p.m. to 8 p.m. The dinner includes a
whole lemon and harissa barbecue
chicken with cornbread stuffing,
along with mustard greens, carrot
and snap pea slaw, mac and cheese,
baked beans, Tavern pickles, and
apricot and berry cobbler. exploretock.com/tavernrestaurant. 11648
San Vincente Blvd.

A
photo courtesy of Tavern

Tavern is offering a harissa barbecue chicken for Memorial Day.

Tavern Memorial
Day weekend

A

ward-winning chef Suzanne
Goin put together a harissa
barbecue chicken dinner for two for
$39 per person during Memorial
Day weekend at Tavern. It's available for pre-order and pick-up
through Tock, Friday, May 22,
through Sunday, May 24, from 4

t noon on May 24, chef Ryan
Caldwell of Carbon Beach
Club at Malibu Beach Inn has partnered with Gilles De Larouziere,
president and chairman of Maisons
& Domaines Henriot, to create a
four-course gourmet meal delivered
to reserved couple’s homes, along
with three family storied wines and
champagnes (retailing for $300).
This exclusive event is limited to 12
couples, who will participate via
Zoom with the hosts in Burgundy,
France. Vintages include a
Champagne Henriot 2002 to pair
with caviar and bilinis, creme
fraiche, red onion, chive and egg. A
bottle of Domiane William Fevre
Chablis 2018 is paired with a prosciutto and melon salad, and a

bacon and caramelized onion
quiche will be enjoyed with a bottle
of 2012 vintage of the Vigne de
l’Efant Jésus. Finish with chocolate
banana bread with brown butter
frosting and macerated berries. The
price is $300 inclusive of food,
wine and delivery for two people
within a 25-mile radius. malibubeachinn.com, (310)651-7777.

Hotel Figueroa
Memorial Day

A

s Californians venture out in a
safe and socially distanced
manner, the iconic Hotel Figueroa
in DTLA offers 26% off a socially
distant staycation, a nod to the
hotel’s original opening date of
1926. New safety measures and
standards include a fully stocked
minibar with complimentary water
and snacks. The iconic pool has
chairs spaced 6-feet apart with fresh
towels placed on fully sanitized
chairs between uses. Face masks
are required indoors, and there is a
10-foot social distance protocol for
all guests and staff. Self-check-in is
done on kiosks, concierge desks
feature glass shields and communication with guests is done primarily
via text messaging. 939 S. Figueroa
St., (213)627-8971.
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P O L I C E B LOT T E R
The following crimes occurred in West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the
areas patrolled by the LAPD’s Wilshire and Hollywood divisions between
May 11 and May 16. The information was compiled from www.crimemapping.com. To report a crime, call local law enforcement agencies: Los
Angeles Police Department, Wilshire Division (213)473-0476, Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department West Hollywood Station (310)855-8850, and
the Beverly Hills Police Department, (310)550-4951.

Beverly Hills Police
Department
May 11
At 4:10 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft from a
vehicle parked in the 9500 block of
Brighton.

tim in the 8700 block of Rangely at
3 p.m.

May 12
At 2:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 900
block of Kings.

burglary in the 5800 block of Santa
Monica at 9:15 a.m.

pect stole a vehicle parked in the
600 block of N. La Cienega.

At 1:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a bicycle near the corner of
Saint Andrews and Third.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 4600 block of
Beverly at 1 a.m.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 5500 block of
Hollywood at 2:10 p.m.

At 1 a.m., a suspect robbed a victim in the 1400 block of Gardner.

At 5 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
7400 block of Melrose.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 5300 block of Romaine
at 5:15 p.m.
At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
300 block of Westminster.

May 13

An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Lexington
and Highland at 7:30 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 8700 block of Santa
Monica at 1 a.m.

At 8:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Wilton and Seventh.

At 10:20 a.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim in the 8700
block of Sunset.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 1300 block of N.
Orange at 8:30 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 8700 block of Santa
Monica at 1 a.m.

At 10:30 p.m., an unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the
700 block of N. Vista.

May 13

At 4 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1100
block of Poinsettia.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 100 block of N.
Sweetzer at 11 p.m.

At 11:30 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
8600 block of Wilshire.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 600 block of
Sherbourne at 6:30 p.m.

May 12
At noon, an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked near the
corner of Olympic and Peck.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 400 block of N.
Bedford at 2 p.m.
At 9 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
400 block of S. Roxbury.

At 11:05 p.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
in the 4900 block of Sunset.

May 14

May 14

May 11

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 9300 block of
Wilshire at 3:25 p.m.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 600 block of
Westbourne at 1 a.m.

An attempted robbery was reported near the corner of Selma and
Argyle at 1:05 a.m.

At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 400
block of S. Bedford.

At 4:15 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 1100
block of La Cienega.

At 9 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1400
block of N. Martel.

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft from a vehicle parked
in the 400 block of S. Rexford at
8:45 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 500 block of N.
Croft at 5 a.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 7500 block of
Melrose at 9:50 a.m.

May 15

At 11:15 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a grand theft in the
900 block of Mariposa.

May 16
At 6 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole auto parts in the 200 block of
N. Clark.
A vandalism incident was reported
in the 200 block of Tower at 9:46
p.m.
At 11:23 p.m., a suspect was
arrested on suspicion of driving
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs near the corner of Sunset
and Hartford.

May 17

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 600 block of
Westbourne at 4:47 p.m.
At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 1200
block of Curson.

Los Angeles Police
Department
May 10
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 1600 block of N.
Martel at 12:10 a.m.

A suspect was arrested on suspicion of driving under the influence
of alcohol or drugs in the 1300
block of Carla Ridge.

At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 6500
block of Homewood.

At 1:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near Carla
Ridge and Arkell.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 5000 block of
Sunset at 2 a.m.

West Hollywood
Sheriff’s Station

At 2:20 a.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim near the corner of
Oxford and Santa Monica.

May 10

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 400 block of S.
Cloverdale at 4:33 a.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 1300 block of
Harper at 3 a.m.
At 6 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
8300 block of Sunset.

At 4:50 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 400
block of N. Mansfield.

May 11

A suspect assaulted a victim during a domestic violence incident
near the corner of Hollywood and
Nichols Canyon at 6:30 a.m.

At 7 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a bicycle in the 13200 block
of Flores.

At 8 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
8500 block of N. Beverly.

An unknown suspect robbed a vic-

An unknown suspect committed a

A suspect robbed a victim in the
7000 block of Sunset at 11:30 a.m.
At noon, an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
1400 block of Bronson.

At 8:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
1700 block of Canyon.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 2000 block of
N. Ivar at 10:30 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 6800 block of
Hollywood at 1:48 a.m.

May 14

At 4:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
100 block of S. Sycamore.

At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Hollywood and Whitley.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 1000 block of
Orange Grove at 6 a.m.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked near the corner of
Rosewood and Serrano at 10:35
a.m.

At 10:50 a.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim in the 1200
block of Gordon.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 300 block of
Lucerne at 11:28 a.m.
At noon, an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 400
block of S. Burnside.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 1700 block of
Wilcox at 12:30 p.m.
At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 800
block of N. McCadden.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 8000 block of
Melrose at 2 p.m.
At 2 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft near the
corner of Kingsley and Sunset.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1800 block of
N. Gramercy at 4:30 p.m.
At 6 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Western and Fourth.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft near the corner of Santa
Monica and Vine at 7:40 p.m.
At 8:07 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 2300
block of N. Highland.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 300 block of
S. Hamel at 10:50 p.m.
At 11 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 300
block of S. Mansfield.

A vehicle burglary was reported
near the corner of Hollywood and
Mariposa at 3:45 p.m.

May 13

At 5 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Serrano and Carlton.

At 12:01 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a burglary in the
700 block of N. Harvard.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 100 block of
N. Mariposa at 5 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 73090 block of
Melrose at 2:50 a.m.

At 7:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 6100
block of Sunset.

At 5:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 2000
block of N. Highland.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 8400 block of N.
Blackburn at 9 p.m.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked near the corner of
Hollywood and Western at 6 a.m.

At 9:02 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 200
block of S. McCadden.

At 6:15 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 1500
block of Wilcox.

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 6500 block of
Selma at 9:05 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 300 block of S.
McCadden at 11:15 a.m.

At 10 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 1900
block of Glencoe.

At 11:43 a.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
in the 6600 block of W. Sixth.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 700 block of S.
Ogden at 10:52 p.m.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked near the corner of Third
and Gardner at 12:30 p.m.

May 12

At 4 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a bicycle in the 800 block of
S. Sherbourne.

At 12:55 a.m., an unknown sus-

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1200 block of
S. Hobart at 6 p.m.

At 11 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 300
block of S. Gramercy.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 800 block of
S. Lucerne at noon.
At 1:05 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 700
block of El Centro.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 5000 block of
Romaine at 12:20 p.m.

May 15
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 7200 block of
Franklin at 12:30 a.m.
At 6 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 100
block of S. Robertson.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 1500 block of N.
Gordon at 8 a.m.
At 8 a.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 4600 block
of Olympic.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 5500 block of
Wilshire at 10 a.m.
At 11 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Willaman and Third.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6100 block of
Hollywood at 11 a.m.
At 11:45 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a grand theft in the
5800 block of Gregory.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 1100 block of S.
Wilton at 4 p.m.
At 4:35 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim near the corner of
Schrader and Sunset.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 5700 block of
Melrose at 5:45 p.m.
At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 900
block of N. La Brea.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 1300 block of S.
La Brea at 7 p.m.
At 7:48 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 6300
block of W. Third.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 7900 block of
Waring at 8 p.m.
At 9:05 p.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
near the corner of Fountain and
Vine.

May 16
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 100 block of
N. Irving at 3:30 a.m.
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Share memories to celebrate Pantages 90th
Broadway in Hollywood and the Hollywood Pantages
Theatre are asking theater-goers to share videos about
their favorite memories of visiting the theater for a celebration of its 90th anniversary on June 4.
While it is uncertain when the Hollywood Pantages
Theatre will reopen, the anniversary celebration is a way
for the public and visitors to stay connected. Potential
ideas include making a video about a favorite season,
show, performer, opening night or view inside the venue.
Submissions should be 30 seconds to 60 seconds long
and may be included in the official celebration video.
Entries must be received by Sunday, May 24.
For information, visit broadwayinhollywood.com.
photo courtesy of Broadway in Hollywood

The Grove Drive-thru results in big donation to Para Los Niños
A special drive-thru program
held by Caruso at The Grove on
May 16 resulted in funds for
21,000 meals being donated to
Para Los Niños, a Skid Row-based
nonprofit that provides education
and support to over 6,000 vulnerable children and families each year.
Caruso opened The Grove’s
Main Street to vehicles on May 16,
allowing them to drive through the
property for the first time in its 18
year history. Caruso brought its
Miramar food truck from the
Rosewood Miramar Beach resort
in Montecito. The truck offered a
special menu by Executive Chef
Massimo Falsini that included
Hank’s Double Diamond burger,
tacos, fried chicken sandwiches
and flavored waters from Caruso’s
official water partner, Icelandic
Glacial.
In keeping with Caruso’s spirit
of philanthropy and giving back to
the community, the goal was to
donate one meal to Para Los Niños
for every meal sold during the
drive-thru experience. However,
due to the extraordinary response,
Caruso decided to donate 100% of
sales to the nonprofit, resulting in

Gary Twinn, manager of Bar 326, is ready to welcome back customers
for beer to-go, starting Friday, May 22.

Farmers Market is your one-stop
shop for Memorial Day BBQs at home

photo by Jojo Korsh/bfa.com

support for 21,000 meals to help
feed individuals in need.
“The Carusos’ dedication to supporting our organization and our
families has spanned more than
two decades. We are enormously
grateful to be a part of the first ever
drive through at The Grove as our
children, families and youth are
some of the hardest hit by the disruptions caused by COVID-19,”

said Drew Furedi, president and
CEO of Para Los Niños. “Thanks
to the continued support from Rick
and Tina Caruso and the generous
donations made through the
Caruso Family Foundation during
this time, we are able to provide a
lifeline for these families in need.”
The Grove is located at 189 The
Grove Dr. For information, visit
thegrovela.com.

The Original Farmers Market, corner of Third and Fairfax, is offering
specials in celebration of Memorial Day on Monday, May 25.
Bar 326 is reopening and will offer beer to-go, including bottles and cans
of craft beers such as Russian River’s Pliny the Elder IPA, Happy Hops IPA,
Blind Pig IPA and other varieties. Bar 326 offers a perfect opportunity to stock up for Memorial Day celebrations at home.
Shoppers can find marinated chicken breast and pre-made kebabs
at Marconda’s Puritan Poultry and Farmers Market Poultry that are
easy to grill and serve. Huntington Meats and Sausages and
Marconda’s Meats are offering steaks and ground beef for homemade burgers. There’s nothing like flavorful grilled vegetables
from the market’s produce proprietors, Farm Boy Produce and
Farm Fresh Produce. Plenty of seafood options including shrimp,
salmon, tuna, cod and snapper are available at Monsieur Marcel
Seafood Market.
For those looking to take a break from the grill or kitchen, many
market merchants are offering ready-made food available for
pick-up and delivery. The Original Farmers Market is located at
6333 W. Third St. For information, visit farmersmarketla.com.
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The best dystopian films to watch in honor of the ‘Mad Max’ prequel
Five years ago, George Miller
gifted the world with the most
insane action film ever, “Mad Max:
Fury Road,” complete with a lightning sandstorm, flaming guitar,
muscle cars and excessive chase
scenes. The result: a best pic nom
and near universal acclaim.
Well, thank Valhalla, a prequel to
“Fury Road” is coming, all about
Charlize
Theron’s
character
Furiosa. Sadly, Theron won’t
return, but if the film is half as
incredible as its forebear, then
Miller has another “W” in his corner.
Now, no new information is public, but that doesn’t mean we don’t
have time to pore through some
dystopian cinema. So, I give to you
10 dystopian, apocalypse and
wasteland flicks from this millennium, and where to stream them, to
honor the Furiosa news and provide
no commentary on anything else
happening right now, whatsoever.
“Children of Men”/Starz
The world is sterile, and the U.K.
morphs into a xenophobic, isolationist state in “Children of Men.”
Then, the possibility of a cure
arrives when a single woman gets
pregnant. Like a rare vaccine, she
must be taken to safety in hope of a
better tomorrow. Furiosa embarks
on a similar mission trying to liberate the five wives of Immortan Joe
(Hugh Keays-Byrne, the big bad in
“Mad Max” as well).
“Logan”/FX Now
Frankly, I take any chance possible to plug this one. Hugh Jackman
is the Wolverine in this dystopian
projection of mutantkind’s future,
exploring something close to 1979
“Mad Max’s” society on the verge
of lawlessness. In “Logan,” private
sector R&D have free rein to experiment on young mutants, forcing
them to go on the run. It’s almost
like deregulation leads to rampant
abuse. Who knew?
“Planet of the Apes” trilogy/HBO
Now (“Rise”), Hulu+ Live TV
(“Dawn,” “War”)
The entire “Apes” franchise
plays out like a prequel to “Mad
Max.” “Rise of the Planet of the
Apes” portrays an ape revolt and a
virus unleashed on humanity. By
“Dawn,” only a handful of humans
survive – herd immunity never
catches on. In “War,” the virus
evolves, rendering the remaining
humans mute. There are apes too,
but the human story is really interesting to me right now. Not sure
why.
“Edge
rental

of

Tomorrow”/online

Humanity’s only hope is soldier
Cage (Tom Cruise) who relives the
same day over and over again, perfecting his fighting ability against
an alien horde. Fun fact: when
“Edge of Tomorrow” arrived on
video release, marketing quietly
changed the film’s name to “Live
Die Repeat,” formerly the tagline.
The change didn’t take, but the
feeling of being stuck in limbo,
repeating the same day over and
over and over and over and over
again sure seems like a timely
theme. I mean, Furiosa will most
likely feel beat down by an array of
near-death experiences.
“Wall-E”/Disney+
The world is covered in so much
waste, but the more popular Johnny
5 makes good use of all that trash.
Mr. Max and his peers sure do too,

always recycling car parts and other
finite resources, probably leftover
food too, to avoid subjecting himself to an irradiated shopping trip.
I’d like to think our collective love
of “Wall-E” and “Mad Max” has
made us more conscious of our
consumption habits.
“District 9”/Netflix
Aliens from a foreign place are
forced to live in the segregated and
caged District 9, overrun with poor
living conditions – a petri dish of
disease in the making. OK, I can’t
think of any way to connect this to
“Mad Max” or anything else. Not
one thing.
“10 Cloverfield Lane”/online
rental
When a global pandemic strikes
– a precursor to alien invasion – it’s
time to shelter in place, maintain
social distance from the infected,
including a crazed woman slamming on the bunker’s front door,
demanding entry despite her obvious contagiousness. It’s like she
doesn’t understand that the alien
pandemic isn’t just about her but
the safety of all!
Even worse, what if your bunkermate is a killer? What if someone
you have to spend months and
months with isn’t who you thought
they were? That’s a truly horrifying
thought. I think you know how this
connects: the wives of Immortan
Joe, of course, forced into isolation,
serving only his needs.

photo courtesy of Warner Bros. Pictures

Furiosa (Charlize Theron) and the others inhabit a dystopian society in “Mad Max: Fury Road.”

proudly declared he’s begun sizing
up his neighbors in a similar way,
twice boasting “I’ll eat your a..” in
a radio broadcast, to make sure his
kids stay fed. Holy fine cuisine,
road warrior!
He’s clearly quite excited about a
“Furiosa” flick and any cannibal
villains that might appear. His
theme party come opening weekend will dominate the Badlands.
Bonus: “Idiocracy”/Cinemax

I’m not as fond of this comedy by
the “Beavis and Butt-Head” makers, but it’s a timely endeavor. A
man of average intelligence is cryogenically frozen, awaking to a
future overflowing with dumb
dumbs. He’s a genius in comparison. I mean, they water crops with
energy drinks because of all those
“electrolytes,” thanks to President
Camacho’s (Terry Crews) ineffective leadership.

The president has some sobering
words (paraphrased here to keep
things PG) that speak to our shared
enthusiasm for a “Furiosa” prequel.
“I know crap’s bad right now,” the
idiot-in-chief says, “with all that
starving bull crap, and the dust
storms, and we are running out of
French fries and burrito coverings.
But I got a solution.” No, you don’t,
Mr. President. Go dry-heave some
lightning sandstorm dust.

“Take Shelter”/online rental
After dreaming about impending
doom, Curtis (Michael Shannon)
becomes single-focused on creating
a safe refuge for his wife and son.
He spends all their savings on it, but
he doesn’t seem too worried about
stockpiling toilet paper and hand
sanitizer, things Furiosa has no
access to in the Wastelands.
Instead of hoarding supplies in a
way that screws over others, he
shows genuine concern for them
when he hysterically declares the
end is nigh in the middle of a community meal, while everyone
shares food like they’re in a buffet
line at Souplantation. Of course,
Furiosa probably enjoyed such
socializing in the Green Place
before her kidnapping at a young
age.
“12 Monkeys”/Showtime
An unknown virus wiped out
most life on Earth. Now, James
Cole (Bruce Willis) must travel into
the past and locate the elusive 12
Monkeys who let loose the greatest
plague in world history. It turns out
they’re just some animal rights
dupes who distract from a ponytail
dude hellbent on global pandemic.
On the topic of animals and
viruses, remember when Max ate a
lizard in “Fury Road,” chomping
away while it squirmed? That
seems unsanitary. Maybe avoid eating wild animals. If you don’t, the
War Boys might capture you.
“The Road”/YouTube
It’s a slow burn, but Cormac
McCarthy’s novel-turned-film presents humanity at its worst. When
food runs out, cannibalism doesn’t
seem that bad. Not two weeks ago,
conspiracy lovin’ Alex Jones
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LA Phil Association cancels its music
summer season at the Hollywood Bowl
In response to the guidance of
public health officials and in an
effort to protect artists, audiences
and staff from the spread of
COVID-19, the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Association canceled
the 2020 seasons at the Hollywood
photo courtesy of Skylight Theatre Company Bowl and the Ford.
Seasons at these two L.A. County
Director Victoria Pearlman, writer Christine Hamilton Schmidt, and actors
Poonam Basu and Clayton Farris led a virtual conversation about their venues, normally scheduled from
June through September, are pro10-minute play.
grammed by the LA Phil and feature a wide range of artists, including the LA Philharmonic.
“The Hollywood Bowl and the
Ford [Theatres] are much more than
performance venues,” said Gail
Samuel,
president
of
the
Hollywood Bowl and chief operating officer of the LA Philharmonic
Skylight Theatre Company creat- Diona Burnett. The show depicts an Association. “They are iconic
ed the Skylight Live series in aspiring stand-up comedian who places and represent summer tradiMarch to bring together some of tries to test out new material.
tions that have played a part in
Los Angeles’ most talented writers,
Previously, on May 14, writer defining Los Angeles itself.”
directors and actors for weekly pre- Christine Hamilton Schmidt and
The LA Phil estimates revenues
sentations of heartwarming stories. director Victoria Pearlman present- lost from these canceled concerts,
The series was inspired by the ed
“Our
Second
Honest as well as a portion of the orchesartistic community of theater mak- Conversation.” Clayton Farris and tra’s spring season, will result in a
ers who continue to create and pre- Poonman Basu joined them as well roughly $80 million loss in revenue.
sent new works amid the coron- to perform.
To mitigate these losses, the LA
avirus pandemic. Presentations are
The play tells the story of Cora Phil must take additional steps to
livestreamed
on
Facebook, and Daniel who confront each other address the financial impact caused
YouTube
or
at after Cora makes a huge decision by the pandemic. The association is
skylighttheatre.org/event/skylight- about their relationship while they furloughing approximately 25% of
live. Each week, viewers can are still quarantined in separate its full-time non-union workforce,
engage with speakers for an inter- places.
as well as the Hollywood Bowl
active post-conversation about that
Each show is free and runs for 10 Orchestra through Sept. 30, and
week’s short play.
to 15 minutes with a Q&A after- laying off seasonal Hollywood
On May 21 at 3 p.m., writer ward. Viewers are able to ask artists Bowl employees.
Leesa Kim and director Sarah questions about their work.
Prior to these decisions, the assoHahm will present “And the Void
For information, visit sky- ciation reduced all non-essential
Says” alongside Miya Kidomo and lighttheatre.org.
expenses, and made the decision to
draw from its resources. Cost-saving measures such as these will
continue through the summer.
Chad Smith, the association’s
chief executive officer, said the cancelation of their summer programs,
and resulting impact on their musicians and staff is devastating.
“We are all broken-hearted by the
effects of this crisis and share the
disappointment of all those who
look forward to the [Hollywood]
Bowl and Ford seasons every year,”
Smith said. “As we deal with this
public health emergency, our task
now, which we share with all of Los
Angeles, is to go forward with
strength and resilience, knowing we
will get through this with one
another’s help.”
He added the LA Phil has existed
for more than 100 years, the
Hollywood Bowl and Ford for
almost as long, and they are taking
necessary steps to ensure they all
remain for the next century.
To preserve the LA Phil as it
faces an unprecedented financial
strain, the association launched the
$35 million campaign “Play Your
Part.” The campaign will support
the association’s ongoing operations and programs, including the
LA Phil’s Youth Orchestra Los
Angeles program and other educaResidents of Park La Brea who were members of the Beverly Hills
tional initiatives, which serve more
Lawn Bowling Club were shown in this photograph from the May 1,
than 150,000 youth, families and
1980, issue of the Park La Brea News. The group included Dave
teachers every year.
Rudolph, left, Charles and Margaret Lewis, club president Allen
As part of the overall campaign,
Dewhirst, Marion Battersby, Howard Hotchkin and Dudley
Hollywood Bowl ticket holders will
Campbell. One of the members jokingly described the game as “the
have the option of supporting what
trickiest sport ever devised by the mind of man.” It involves rolling
has been a summertime tradition for
biased, or unsymmetrical, balls on grass in an attempt to get them
generations of L.A. families by
closest to a smaller ball known as a “jack.” The game can be very difdonating the value of their tickets
ficult because the balls are not perfectly round and can travel in unexback to the LA Phil, raising an inipected directions. The Beverly Hills Lawn Bowling Club still exists.
tial $1 million from a challenge
When not limited by closures because of the COVID-19 pandemic,
grand from Jane and Michael
the club uses Roxbury Park for competitions and welcomes new parEisner.
ticipants. A message on its website states, “You don’t have to be a
“Now that these wrenching but
dinosaur to enjoy a 1,000-year-old game.” For information, call
necessary decisions have been
(323)857-6676, or visit bowlnow.org.
made, all of us who understand how

Web series presents short live
theater and Q&A presentations

Lawn bowling club
keeps rolling along

photo by Fred George

The Los Angeles Philharmonic Association announced it will cancel its
summer season at the Hollywood Bowl due to COVID-19 concerns.

much LA Phil does for Los Angeles
must do what we can to bolster this
great institution and keep it vital for
the future,” said Thomas L.
Beckmen, LA Phil board chair. “We
get so much inspiration and pride
from the LA Phil, whether it’s performing at Walt Disney Concert
Hall or the Bowl, whether it’s
reaching out to young people
through YOLA or presenting
diverse programs at the Ford. For
everyone who can, this is a time to
reciprocate and play our part.”
“This makes me heartsick for all
the county residents who have
made the Bowl and the Ford a treasured ritual of each summer,
although this is the best decision to
make in the face of the threat from

the COVID-19 pandemic,” said
L.A. County Supervisor Sheila
Kuehl, 3rd District. “The board of
supervisors will continue to work
closely with these great cultural
institutions as we work our way
through this crisis and ensure their
stability for the future.”
The LA Phil will continue to
monitor the impact of the COVID19 pandemic and will reassess the
association’s situation as necessary.
For information about donating
to the LA Phil or how to manage
tickets, contact them by email at
information@laphil.org or by
phone at (323)850-2000.
For information, visit the
laphil.com.
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Campaign helps students learn with letter writing

photo courtesy of Bitsy’s

From left, Bitsy’s founders Maggie Patton, Gabrielle Union and Alex
Buckley are fun-loving, determined moms who want to provide the
healthiest options for their kids, while also making sure these options are
accessible to all.

Bitsy’s adds healthy snacks to
Grab & Go meals for students
On May 13, the Los Angeles Unified School District announced that
Bitsy’s, which makes organic snacks for children, has donated 41,250 single-serve snack packs that will be provided to students and families at its
63 Grab & Go Food Centers.
“The need is large and growing as the coronavirus impacts the families
we serve, and our Grab & Go Food Centers are helping those in need,” Los
Angeles Unified Superintendent Austin Beutner said. “We’re pleased to
add healthy, organic snacks from Bitsy’s to the menu.”
After closing schools due to the potential spread of the coronavirus,
LAUSD has been working to help almost 700,000 students, about 80% of
whom are from families living in poverty. To date, Los Angeles Unified has
provided more than 18 million meals to students and families while schools
have been closed.
“We are so excited to be working with Los Angeles Unified and donating
product to those who need it most,” said Bitsy’s founders Gabrielle Union,
Maggie Patton and Alex Buckley. “Right now, as we continue to push
through this pandemic, supporting kids with healthy food and uplifting
messaging is more immediate and critical than ever. Our mission has
always been about giving back to the community, encouraging healthy eating habits and making our products accessible for all.”
For information, visit lausd.net.

Sherwood Award applications now open
Center Theatre Group is accepting
submissions for the 2021 Dorothy
and Richard E. Sherwood Award.
The deadline is June 17, at noon.
The Sherwood Award is an annual $10,000 prize that supports innovative and adventurous theater
artists and engages them in a professional relationship with Center
Theatre Group. The award is presented to one theater artist each year
at the Ovation Awards ceremony.
Two additional Sherwood finalists

will also receive a $2,000 honorarium.
Applicants must have resided in
Los Angeles for at least two years
and have developed or collaborated
in at least two fully-produced projects in Los Angeles. Artists are not
limited by title, role or genre, but
must have a relationship to contemporary performance rooted in theater.
For information, visit centertheatregroup.org/sherwood.

Rosewood STEM Magnet
Urban Planning
& Urban Design
We n Our Students!

NOW ENROLLING!
Be part of groundbreaking history and enroll at the first
urban planning and urban design STEM magnet in LAUSD.
Rosewood is a community that nurtures the whole child
and though a STEM, it has many pathways
to meet your child’s needs and interests.
Contact our main office for guidance with the application process.
Visit www.rosewoodelementary.org or call (323)651-0166

Your child may be eligible for transportation.
503 N. Croft Avenue Los Angeles, CA 90048

The United States Postal Service
and
educational
publisher
Scholastic have partnered to promote letter writing as an English
language skill for students.
The initiative, for students in the
third and fourth grades, is titled
“Show Someone You Care.”
Classroom materials are available
with lessons for remote learning.
The program supports teachers,
parents and students who are learning from home during the coronavirus pandemic. Access to the
materials is free.
Online resources include templates and activity sheets for eight
daily topics: letters of gratitude,
writing to an elder, letters across
the distance, writing to a favorite
author, letters of encouragement,
writing to pen pals, letters of celebration and letters of reflection.
The lessons encourage selfexpression and promote life skills

such as properly addressing an
envelope, buying and using
stamps, and mailing cards and
letters. Printable greeting cards
provided by Hallmark are
among the templates available
online.
The
partnership
with
Scholastic has allowed the U.S.
Postal Service to support
approximately 90,000 teachers
and 3 million students annually.
“Right now, the social bonds
reflected in letter writing are
more important than ever,” said
USPS
Brand
Marketing
Executive Director Chris
Karpenko. “We’re always
excited to see new generations
embrace handwritten letters as
a way to share love, show
thanks and build meaningful
connections.”
For
information,
visit
scholastic.com/letterwriting.

photos courtesy of USPS

Concert supports ‘Erasing the Stigma’ campaign
Alex Boyé, whose blend of
African-infused pop music and
dynamic visuals have led to millions of views on his YouTube
channel, will perform in a free concert this evening, May 21, at 6 p.m.
in support of Didi Hirsch Mental
Health Services’ “Erasing the
Stigma” campaign.
The campaign is a fundraising
effort taking place throughout May,
which is observed as Mental Health
Awareness Month. “Erasing the
Stigma” raises funds and awareness
for Didi Hirsch, a nonprofit that has
been serving the community since
1942.
Earlier this month, Didi Hirsch
also launched its “STIGMA
Handwashing Challenge” on social
media to highlight the importance
of erasing stigma as people struggle
with mental health challenges during the COVID-19 crisis. Didi
Hirsch has posted videos of its 2020
Erasing the Stigma Awards honorees and other supporters, including Boyé and Alex Freeman, a 13year-old singer and songwriter who
will also perform in the May 21
concert.
Boyé has shared the stage with

photo courtesy of Didi Hirsch Erasing the Stigma

Alex Boyé will perform a free concert tonight on Facebook.

Boyé has shared
the stage with many
artists including
Jay-Z, Tim McGraw,
George Michael,
Missy Elliott and
Justin Timberlake.
many artists including Jay-Z, Tim
McGraw, George Michael, Missy
Elliott and Justin Timberlake. He
has raised money for many causes

through his music and messages of
positivity and perseverance in his
lyrics. His single, “Bend Not
Break” was written in support of
suicide prevention.
Boyé is a dedicated, longtime
supporter of Didi Hirsch Mental
Health Services and received Didi
Hirsch’s 2019 Mental Health
Ambassador Award for his work in
erasing the stigma around mental
illness, substance use and suicide.
The concert will stream on
Facebook
Live
at
facebook.com/didihirsch.org. For
information, visit erasingthestigma.org.
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GRADUATION 2020
DO YOU HAVE A GRADUATE YOU WOULD LIKE TO HONOR?
WE ARE PUBLISHING A TRIBUTE PAGE JUNE 4.
SEND A PHOTO AND A SHORT MESSAGE (3-4 LINES)
$50 PER SUBMISSION.
EMAIL KAREN@BEVERLYPRESS FOR MORE INFORMATION.

photo courtesy of Kristi Bradbury

Opportunity knocks for BHHS seniors
On May 13, the families of seniors at Beverly Hills High School decorated their doors to celebrate their teens’ achievements. Many doors honored their children’s accomplishments in the classroom, in athletics and the
arts.
The event was sponsored by the Senior Committee of the BHHS Parent
Teacher Student Association.
For information, visit bhhs.bhusd.org.

‘Hope @ The Wallis’ supports
venue’s cultural programming
The Wallis Annenberg Center for the
Performing Arts has established “Hope @
The Wallis,” which included an announcement by Artistic Director Paul Crewes that
virtuoso violinist Daniel Hope has been
appointed as The Wallis’ next artistin-residence, in collaboration with
the New Century Chamber
Orchestra.
The Wallis’ Executive Director
and Chief Executive Officer
Rachel Fine also announced that
“Hope @ The Wallis” is a major
resiliency campaign and community match/challenge to support
The Wallis' performing arts offerings.
“Amid the most challenging and
urgent times we have ever faced as an
organization, The Wallis remains committed to the survival of the arts in our
community,” Crewes said. “Daniel
Hope electrified everyone in the
Goldsmith Theater during his 2018
performance with the Zurich
Chamber Orchestra, and his tremendous versatility as a soloist, chamber
musician, writer, teacher and personality makes him the consummate
individual to serve as our artist-inresidence at this unprecedented
time. Beginning in September
2020, he will curate and perform
in a series of unique programs,
be it live, virtual or broadcast,
photo by Thomas Entzeroth
as a solo artist, with other col- Daniel Hope will serve as artist-in-resileagues and with the New dence for The Wallis.
Century Chamber Orchestra.”
“With an eye toward bolstering our future artistic and educational programming and initiatives, we have directed our attention to the survival of
the arts in our community by establishing ‘Hope @ The Wallis, ‘which also
includes a resiliency campaign to increase our financial stability so that our
performing arts can continue to flourish,” Fine added.
The Wallis' Board of Directors has issued a $150,000 challenge and will
match all contributions to “Hope @ The Wallis.” Funds raised will directly
support artists, educators and The Wallis’ mission, continuing the organization’s ability to heal, connect and inspire through the arts.
“Reflecting the promise woven into our forthcoming offerings, ‘Hope @
The Wallis’ fortifies our organization during this time of unprecedented crisis by providing resources to support the very best artistic talent, invite arts
learners of all ages and abilities into our virtual classrooms and focus our
team on executing The Wallis’ artistic and educational mission,” Fine said.
“Our ability to once again open our doors with strength in today’s evershifting environment will play an essential role in The Wallis’ recovery and
vital connection with its community. The unwavering generosity of our
board of directors, our patrons and our donors is appreciated and absolutely
vital as we look ahead.”
The Wallis serves more than 80,000 individuals each year with performances, educational activities and community events. It produces works of
music, dance, theater and film for people of all ages and backgrounds. For
information and to donate, call (310)746-4000, or visit thewallis.org.
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Bukola Ogunmola (Viola) and Gyasi Silas (Orsino) perform on stage during ISC’s “Twelfth Night.”

Theater company cancels
Shakespeare festival
The Independent Shakespeare
Company announced it canceled its
annual 2020 Griffith Park Free
Shakespeare Festival to ensure the
safety of community members
against COVID-19.
“It is with great regret that we
have to announce the cancellation
of the 2020 Griffith Park Free
Shakespeare Festival. Having spoken with the Los Angeles City
Department of Recreation and
Parks, it is neither possible nor
responsible,”
said
Melissa
Chalsma, ISC artistic director.
“After 17 years of continuous programming, it feels very strange to
contemplate this hiatus. We hate to
disappoint our audience, but the
reality of the situation is clear, and
we must do our part to help our city
through this crisis as safely as we
can.”
Chalsma added canceling programming presents grave challenges for arts organizations, as
these organizations rely on donations and ticket sales of events.
Moreso, however, is Chalsma is
concern for festival artists and staff,
who count on summer contracts
with ISC.
“Although we can’t perform in
the park this summer, we know the

festival is a meaningful tradition to
many Angelenos, so we’re going to
bring the festival indoors and
online,” Chalsma said.
ISC will produce an all-new “The
Comedy of Errors” that will live
stream from its studio space, free
for anyone to access. Additionally,
if it is safe, a limited audience can
join them in person.
Along with this production, ISC
will host its regular “Players in the
Park” workshops, lectures and
community events in a digital
space.
“We will be gratified to provide
employment for artists, and we'll do
all we can to make it as exuberant
and connected an experience as
audiences are used to,” Chalsma
said. “We hope we will be able to
return to more regular programming in the fall, and we fully intend
to bring our planned season of
‘King Lear” and “As You Like It’ to
the summer of 2021.”
Staff members and community
artists also created “Art Breaks,” a
space for communities to access
podcasts and videos. They hosted
an online gala fundraiser “The
Living Room Follies!” as a way to
fund future plans.
For information, visit iscla.org.

Pride kicks off with virtual parade
The COVID-19 pandemic canceled events throughout the summer including Pride, but to celebrate the 50th anniversary, the
Lavender Effect will host a live
“Virtual Pride Parade” on May 31
at noon on Zoom and Facebook.
Transgender activist and actress
Alexandra Billings will be the
grand marshal of the event. She is
best known for her recurring role on
Amazon’s award-winning show
“Transparent.” Billings is the second openly transgender woman to
have played a transgender character
on television and is a LGBTQ+
Pioneer.
Numerous nonprofits, government organizations and artists will
participate such as Lily Tomlin,
Bruce Vilanch, Michael Musto,
drag queen Barbie-Q, Los Angeles
City Controller Ron Galperin and
President of PFLAG Kathy
Godwin.
The Lavender Effect is accepting
applications from individuals and
organizations who would like to
participate in the Virtual Pride
Parade. Activists in the LGBTQ+
community, political leaders and
celebrities who want to help organizers reach a broad audience are
encouraged to apply.

To sign up for free virtual tickets
and receive weekly updates about
the event or to learn how to become
a
sponsor,
go
to
thelavendareffect.networkforgood.com/events/209696-virutalparade-tm.
Those who participate are
encouraged to creatively and safely
express Pride inside or outside, in
motion or stationery, harmonic or
monotone, dressed up or dressed
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down. No nudity is allowed.
Individuals are also asked to state
their gratitude for LGBTQ+ elders,
to recite their post-pandemic vision
or explain what Pride means to
them.
The Lavender Effect is a nonprofit project of Community
Partners that focuses on celebrating
LGBTQ+ heritage and culture.
Through events such “Virtual Pride
Parade,” its Oral History Projects,
educational programs, the organization hopes to reduce shame, combat
homophobia
and
empower
LGBTQ+ youth.
For information, visit thelavendereffect.org.

The Getty Research Institute has
acquired the archive of American
artist Rachel Rosenthal, which
illustrates her career as a pioneer of
performance and feminist art.
“One of the key figures in the
development of theater, performance and feminist art in Los
Angeles, Rachel Rosenthal has left
an indelible mark on Southern
California art and on the art of performance theater more broadly,”
said Mary Miller, director of the
Getty
Research
Institute.
“Rosenthal’s archive amplifies the
GRI’s collections in performance
art, feminist art and the history of
art in Southern California, and is a
significant addition to our
resources.”
The Rachel Rosenthal papers
cover every phase of her career
including her early years in Paris
and New York, her formative time
in the artistic scene surrounding
Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper
Johns in the late 1940s and early
1950s, her development of the
experimental theater company
Instant Theatre, her awakening into
the feminist movement in the 1970s
and her mature performance and
theater pieces.
The collection includes diaries,
sketchbooks, extensive correspondence, photographs and audiovisual
documentation of Rosenthal’s
major projects.
“Save for the notable exception
of Moira Roth’s 1997 edited volume, ‘Rachel Rosenthal,’ the
artist’s career has yet to be seriously
studied. Her work is richly biographical and her archive is a goldmine for scholarship,” said Glenn
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A portrait of Rachel Rosenthal that was taken in 1990.

Phillips, head of modern and contemporary art at the GRI. “The
Rosenthal archive presents a compelling portrait of this complex and
groundbreaking artist.”
Unique unpublished materials
were found in the archive, including more than 60 diaries and journals that contain comprehensive
writing about Rosenthal’s life and
work. Other notebooks contain
membership records for Instant
Theatre in the mid-1950s, as well as
notes on performances.
Extensive unbound papers contain additional notes on performances, drafts of scripts and other
writings. Some journals contain
sketches, but there are also nearly a

dozen sketchbooks that consist primarily of drawings.
“The materials in Rosenthal’s
archive give us a fascinatingly
detailed account of an artist’s life
whose activity spans several major
art centers in the 20th-century,
where she could always be found at
the epicenter of the artistic zeitgeist,” said Zanna Gilbert, senior
research specialist at the GRI.
Rosenthal’s career will be represented alongside other singular pioneers of feminist performance such
as Yvonne Rainer, Barbara T. Smith
and Carolee Schneemann, as well
as the recently acquired Woman’s
Building archives, Gilbert said.
For information, visit getty.edu.

Pianist brings her music to a worldwide audience
Pianist Svetlana Smolina has
performed with orchestras and in
recitals worldwide, and she is a
recipient of the “New Names”
scholarship program.
Her notable appearances with
orchestras include Mariinsky
Orchestra at Carnegie Hall, New
York Philharmonic at Avery
Fisher,
St.
Petersburg
Philharmonic, Orchestra National
de France, Odessa and Nizhny
Novgorod Philarhomic, Pittsburg
Symphony,
New
Florida
Philharmonic,
Shreveport
Symphony and the New York
Chamber.
She is a frequent guest at festivals worldwide and has performed
at the Salzburg Festival,
Hollywood Bowl, Ravinia Rising
Stars, White Nights, Maggio
Musicale, Mikkeli, Ruhr, Easter,
Rotterdam Phillips Gergiev,
International Gilmore and many
other festivals.
Recent recordings include
Stravinksy’s Igor Stravinsky Les
noces, a recording of solo Chopin
album for the Chopin iTunes
Project, Benjamin Britten Young
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Apollo live recording from Walt
Disney Hall for BCM+D records,
and her music has been broadcasted for NPR, BBC, PBS, RAI,
Cultura TV and other networks.
She was invited to perform for
2019 concerts at VI TransSiberian Arts Festival with Vadim

Repin and Alexander Kniazev,
perform at Lake Tahoe Festival
with Maestro Joel Revzen, solo
debut at the Festival at Ushuaia,
Argentina, and tour in Florida
with the South Florida Symphony.
For information on the artist,
visit svetlanasmolina.com.

Use your inner theater skills

Theater Group associate artistic
director Lindsay Allbaugh said her
social media newsfeed is filled with
friends and colleagues trying new
things including parents who seek
to educate their children.
“As people seek to expand their
horizons, who better to turn to than
theatre makers who have made a
career of transforming bare stages
into new worlds and letting us
experience lives we might have
never lived,” Allbaugh said.
For information, visit centertheatregroup.org/art-goes-on.

Center Theatre Group announced
the newest addition to its Art Goes
On project with Theatre Skills @
Home, a new series that taps into
the community of local theater
artists to offer brief theater tutorials.
Directors, designers, artists and
crew will provide advice on how to
create theater magic into the home.
The opening videos featured
fight director Edgar Landa, known
for producing “Homebody/Kabul”

and “The Nether,” who discussed
the art of stage fighting. Costume
designer Ann Closs-Farely, who is
known for work on “Zoot Suit” and
“Women Laughing Alone with
Salad,” taught viewers how to create a fairy costume out of items
found around the house.
Each week a new video will be
posted
at
centertheatregroup.org/art-goeson/theatre-skills-at-home. Center
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Delivery businesses may see cap in BH Judge encourages subway
progress during pandemic
From page 1

be best for each type of tenant.
Council members also worried
that, if the city’s ordinance were to
be written too restrictively, the
council would have to return to
amend it as state and county guidance allows more and more freedom for businesses.
On May 13, the Los Angeles
County Department of Public
Health announced that all retailers
could reopen for curbside pick-up
and delivery business as long as
they were not located in an indoor
mall or shopping center.
That order came only a few days
after Gov. Gavin Newsom
announced that stores selling clothing, sporting goods, toys, books,
music and flowers were allowed to
do so.
“We need a combination of
objective standards, leeway and
flexibility,” Councilman John
Mirisch said.
Council members were also concerned about the city’s role in settling disputes between landlords
and tenants.
“We’re going to be going down a
rabbit hole if we get involved in
commercial disputes. I think that is
way too complicated for us,”
Friedman said.
The council agreed that the city
should serve as a backstop of last
resort in such disagreements, but
debated how the city should verify
that the tenants and landlords have
had good-faith discussions on rent
payment.
After nearly two hours of discussion on the topic, the council decided that Wiener would work with
two council members in an ad hoc
committee to come up with a draft
ordinance that is likely to be considered on June 2.
“I don’t think we want to rush
this tonight at all. I think there’s
more work to do, but I think I heard
everybody say that we want to simplify this. I don’t think that we’re
ready today or tonight to do it. That
would feel too rushed, and I think
we need to work this through a bit
more,” Councilwoman Lili Bosse
said.
The council also received an
update from the city’s COVID-19
Business Recovery Assistance Task
Force subcommittees, which met
earlier in the month, and provided
direction on some of the suggestions that came out of those meetings.
Laura Biery, marketing and economic sustainability manager for
the city, advised the council that city
staff is already at work on some
suggestions from the task force,
such as revising the city’s outdoor
dining policy, putting together a
marketing campaign for city businesses and promoting the city’s
safety measures, and increasing
pedestrian access in a safe manner,
among other ideas.
The council also approved a suggestion from the task force to delay
transient occupancy tax payments
for hotels in the city. In the task
force meetings, several hotel representatives said the tax payments
would be very burdensome due to
cash-flow issues caused by the pandemic.
“I think it’s a way that the city can
help the hotels get through this,”
Friedman said.
The council also agreed that city
staff should research potential safety protocol mandates, relaxing signage regulations in the city and
expediting the permit process for
coronavirus-related improvements

to businesses.
Mirisch said the best practices for
safety could help Beverly Hills
businesses recover faster by making
customers feel more secure when
visiting Beverly Hills.
“We should be establishing an
extensive set of best practices in
anything where we’re hoping to
attract people so they can feel safe,
and not only feel safe but actually
be safe,” Mirisch said.
The council members, while
expressing support for relaxing the
city’s signage guidelines during the
pandemic, also made clear that they
didn’t want to see the city’s aesthetic change too drastically.
“I think we should work to
accommodate businesses, but I
don’t think we can or should accept
an ‘anything goes’ attitude,”
Mirisch said.
The council members also said
that, by expediting safety improvements related to COVID-19, the
city would be helping businesses
when they need it the most.
“We should not be a hindrance to
the recovery. We should be doing
what we can do to speed up the
recovery,” Vice Mayor Robert
Wunderlich said.
One item that was not approved,
however, was a proposed cap on
the amount delivery services like
Grubhub and Uber Eats can
charge.

“We should not
be a hindrance
to the recovery.
We should be
doing what we
can do to speed
up the
recovery.”
-Beverly Hills Vice Mayor
Robert Wunderlich

“These companies typically
charge between 5% and 30%,”
Biery said.
While there was broad support
for a cap on the council, several
council members worried that, by
limiting how much the tech companies can charge businesses, those
costs would be passed on to the customer.
“It doesn’t do us any good if we
cap one charge and the other one
goes up,” Councilman Julian Gold
said.
“I would support it, but I think we
need to monitor the potential
impacts,” Mirisch added.
Bosse also worried that the cap
might encourage the delivery companies to refuse to work with
Beverly Hills businesses, causing a
potential backfire, though she noted
that owners and representatives of
area restaurants asked for the cap
during the task force meetings and
other cities, such as New York City
and San Francisco, have put 15%
caps in place. A 15% cap has also
been proposed in Los Angeles by
City Councilman Mitch O’Farrell,
13th District.
“I hope it doesn’t backfire, that
by putting in a cap, it doesn’t mean
that these delivery services won’t
work with restaurants and we’re
cutting off our nose to spite our
face,” Bosse said.

Friedman, however, argued that
the city needs to move “sooner
rather than later” on the cap.
“We’re in the heart of the time
now where our restaurants need to
survive,” Friedman said.
City staff will return to the council on June 2 with a proposed cap of
15% of the actual food cost, as well
as other options for council consideration.
After requests from Mirisch and
Wunderlich, city staff will also
bring ideas for parklets and pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly streets
for consideration by the task force
subcommittees, as both ideas have
been implemented in other cities to
allow businesses to serve more customers while practicing social distancing.
The ideas did not seem to gain
much traction during earlier task
force meetings, Biery said, but the
council members agreed that if the
ideas were more fleshed out, they’re
likely to be discussed more seriously.
“I think if we develop it properly,
I think we’ll get support for it,”
Gold said.
The council also approved the
inaugural members of the city’s
Rent Stabilization Commission,
which will settle disputes between
landlords and tenants.
The commissioners are divided
into three categories. For the landlord category, commissioners are
Remmie Maden and Neal
Baseman, and the alternate is
Frances E. Miller. For the tenant
category, commissioners are
Kathryn Jacoby and Gwendolyn
Owens, with Kathy Bronte serving
as alternate. In the at-large category, Lou Milkowski and Donna
Tryfman are the commissioners,
and Ryan D. Gurman is the alternate.
Milkowski was also chosen by
the council to serve as the commission’s first chair, and the commission will choose its vice chair.
In an effort to stagger the commissioners’ terms, half of the inaugural commission members will
serve two-year terms, and half will
serve four-year terms.
Which commissioners will serve
two-year terms and which will
serve for four years will be decided
at random, the council members
agreed.
“I don’t feel that we should handpick. I think it should be random
and luck-of-the-draw in that situation,” Bosse said.
The council declined to close the
city’s parks for Memorial Day
weekend, opting instead to increase
the presence of law enforcement,
Park Rangers and members of the
Ambassador Team to ensure visitors
to the park wear masks and practice
social distancing.
“Police need to take it more seriously and do a better job of actually
enforcing it,” Mirsich said.

Answers From Page 23

From page 1
spokesman David Sotero, the
agency said it is “grateful” that Wu
“found we took a hard look at the
availability of 1950 Avenue of the
Stars for construction staging and
sufficiently studied the impacts of
using the current staging areas
along Century Park East for the
Purple Line Extension’s second
section. We continue to make
progress on this vital project to
improve mobility in our region
and, as usual, the safety of the public and construction workers will
continue to be our No. 1 priority.”
Wu’s May 18 ruling brings to
an end nearly eight years of litigation, Rebecca Starkins, director of public relations for
BHUSD, noted in an email.
“The
district’s
ongoing
responsibility is to ensure the
safety of the students and staff
during Metro’s work and contin-

ue to pursue our interests through
the eminent domain process,”
BHUSD Board of Education
President Isabel Hacker said in a
statement provided by Starkins.
No other representatives of the
school district were available to
provide further comment,
Starkins said.
In his ruling, Wu noted that
due to the coronavirus pandemic,
BHHS is closed, and he urged
both Metro and BHUSD to take
advantage of the opportunity
offered by the closure and the
upcoming summer break.
“The court would encourage
the parties to act with all appropriate haste (and care) to accomplish as much construction activity adjacent to, or impacting
upon, the high school as is possible during this unusual situation,” Wu wrote.
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After submitting his revised budget to the Legislature, Gov. Gavin
Newsom met with Senate Budget Chair Holly Mitchell and other
leaders of the state Senate and Assembly.

Newsom submits May revision
budget proposal to Legislature
On May 14, in the face of a
global health crisis that has triggered a global financial crisis,
Gov. Gavin Newsom submitted
his 2020-21 May revision budget
proposal to the Legislature – a
balanced plan to close a budget
gap of more than $54 billion
brought on swiftly by the
COVID-19 recession.
“COVID-19 has caused
California and economies across
the country to confront a steep
and unprecedented economic crisis – facing massive job losses
and revenue shortfalls,” Newsom
said. “Our budget today reflects
that emergency. We are proposing a budget to fund our most
essential priorities – public
health, public safety and public
education – and to support workers and small businesses as we
restart our economy. But difficult
decisions lie ahead. With shared
sacrifice and the resilient spirit
that makes California great, I am
confident we will emerge
stronger from this crisis in the
years ahead.”
The May revision proposes to
remove initiatives in the governor’s original budget, cancel and
reduce spending included in the
2019 Budget Act, draw down
reserves, borrow from special
funds, temporarily increase revenues and make government
more efficient. Due to the size of
the challenge, there is no responsible way to avoid reductions.
The budget will show that the

most painful cuts will only be
triggered if the federal government does not pass an aid package that helps states and local
governments.
The proposal responds to the
dramatic economic and revenue
changes since the balanced budget plan proposed in January
included a $5.6 billion surplus
and record reserve levels. The
rapid onset of the COVID-19
recession in California has resulted in more than 4 million unemployment claims being filed since
mid-March – the unemployment
rate is now projected to be 18%
for the year – and there is a $41
billion drop in revenues compared to January’s forecast. With
a higher demand for social safety
net services increasing state costs,
the $54.3 billion deficit is more
than three times the size of the
record $16 billion set aside in the
state’s Rainy Day Fund.
This recession-induced swing
of nearly $60 billion in just four
months underscores the necessity
of additional federal funds to protect public health and safety, public education and other core government functions, as well as to
support a safe and swift economic recovery. If additional federal
funds are not forthcoming, the
May revision spells out spending
cuts necessary to meet the constitutional requirement for a balanced state budget.
For information, visit ebudget.ca.gov.
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Council members ask Huizar to resign Masks to be required in
From page 1
ment rests on the public’s trust and
it is our duty to uphold that trust.”
One of Ryu’s motions will establish an Office of Anti-Corruption
and Transparency that will serve as
an inspector general for the city of
Los Angeles. The office, which
would be staffed by independent
auditors and investigators, will have
the power to subpoena city documents, and compel testimony from
city staff and elected officials.
Similar oversight offices have
been established in Chicago and
Philadelphia. The office will particularly focus on planning, land use
and development, and construction
approvals.
The second motion seeks to
remove city council members’
power to override and rewrite land
use decisions made by the Los
Angeles Planning Commission. It
seeks a charter amendment to be
placed on the November ballot to
eliminate Section 245 (e) from the
City Charter, which allows the City
Council to overrule the actions of
planning commissions.
Though rarely used, even the
threat of overruling a planning commission decision gives City Council
members far too much leverage over
building approvals, Ryu said. It also
gives private developers an incentive to influence a council member’s
actions in attempts to allow a project
to move forward. The amendment
will align the City Council’s oversight of planning commission decisions with the authority and process
in place for all other city commissions, which is to allow a City
Council vote in favor or against a

Ryu
ruling, or to return a matter back to
a commission if necessary.
The motions follow the May 13
announcement by federal authorities that real estate development
consultant George Chiang, 41, of
Granada Hills, agreed to plead
guilty to one count of conspiring to
violate the Racketeer Influenced
and Corrupt Organization statute.
In court documents, Chiang admitted that he participated in a criminal
enterprise led by a member of the
Los Angeles City Council and
involving individuals engaged in
bribery and honest services fraud.
The scheme was designed to enrich
participants, conceal their activities
from authorities and the public, and
maintain and advance political
power, authorities said.
In a separate case, real estate consultant Justin Jangwoo Kim, 53, a

longtime resident of Hancock Park,
pleaded guilty in March to helping
arrange a $500,000 bribe to a council member in exchange for support
for a development project.
Neither criminal case identified
the council member involved, but
descriptions in court documents of
committee assignments held at the
time by the individual point to
Huizar.
Last
Friday,
Ryu
and
Councilmembers Joe Buscaino,
Bob Blumenfield and Paul
Krekorian called for Huizar to
resign. Los Angeles City Council
President Nury Martinez, 6th
District, asked him to stop attending
council meetings while the legal
probe is ongoing.
Huizar did not resign but agreed
to attend council meetings remotely
moving forward. The details of how
that will work have not been
announced, as Huizar was previously relieved of his committee
assignments and the council is currently meeting remotely because of
the COVID-19 restrictions.
In addition to Huizar, federal
authorities recently investigated
and charged former Los Angeles
City
Councilman
Mitchell
Englander, 15th District. Englander
agreed to plead guilty to a charge of
scheming to falsify material facts in
an investigation of payments and
other gifts made to him and his staff
by a Los Angeles businessman,
including cash, hotel rooms and
expensive meals in Las Vegas and
Palm Springs. He is scheduled to
formally enter his guilty plea on
June 4.

Park work to be paid for with bonds
From page 6
City staff hope to move forward
with the remainder of the project
and finish it sooner, so it may be
ready for the community when the
city reopens.
Health and safety orders issued
by the state and Los Angeles
County limit the use of parks and
facilities, and it is unclear when or
if those spaces will be fully usable
in the foreseeable future.
However, when it is time to
reopen, city staff anticipates that
use will be limited with strict
social distancing and other guidelines in place.
Campbell said he and his staff
are working with the state and
county of L.A., and they are awaiting guidelines from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
before allowing full use of the
park for swimming and contact
sports, but his best estimate is that
it will be within six months or
longer.
According to a staff report, this
creates an opportunity for the city
to officially close elements of the
park with minimal disruption and
expand the project footprint. It
would also allow for construction
of the AIDS Memorial to begin
earlier than what was previously
planned.
However, West Hollywood resident Brendan Tickner, a member
of WeHo Dodgeball, disapproved
of the city’s action. In previous
outreach meetings, park users such
as the dodgeball organization were
guaranteed they would be able
continue playing during construction, he said.
“Closing the park in phases was

never about saving money or time,
it was about doing what’s best for
the community,” Tickner said.
“WeHo Dodgeball is a huge part
of the community of West
Hollywood and utilizes the park
and auditorium that has provided a
safe space for people of all types
for 10 years.”
During discussion, other park
users, such as volleyball players
and other members of WeHo
Dodgeball, flooded council
members’ emails and sent texts
concerned about closing park
spaces.

“We should take
advantage of this
opportunity to
make lemonade
out of lemons and
accelerate the
construction, so
that we can have
a grand reopening
when your teams
are ready to play
again.”
-West Hollywood City
Councilman John Duran
Duran addressed their concerns
and said he understood the camaraderie and community building
that has happened among park
users and the greater community,
as he has seen it first-hand at their

tournaments.
“We are all missing that family
aspect of community growing
together, but given the reality that
team sports are not likely to be
reopened by state or county for at
least six months, if not longer, we
should take advantage of this
opportunity to make lemonade out
of lemons and accelerate the construction, so that we can have a
grand reopening when your teams
are ready to play again,” Duran
said.
Heilman agreed with Duran, but
was appalled that so many park
users were unable to voice their
concerns sooner.
“The emails we got today indicate that we clearly did not do a
great job of outreaching to the
users,” Heilman said. “That to me
is a problem.”
He added it is critical the city
works with parks users in the
event they are allowed to resume
their activities and examine alternatives whether that’s outdoors, or
moving to another facility in the
city or neighboring cities.
Arevlo suggested the City
Council move forward with the
item and have staff come back in
July or August with a strategy on
how the city will create temporary
spaces for residents to continue
their park activities.
“It’s clear that moving forward
with this item is the best option in
terms of getting our park completed, managing our finances responsibility and getting as close to all
the outcomes as we intded when
we first set this out,” Mayor
Lindsey Horvath said.

West Hollywood this week
From page 1
department.
The city, in partnership with
the West Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce, created mediation
services as a way to help tenants
and landlords come to an agreement on the terms of rent repayment, rent owed during the state
of emergency, and additional
details that may need to be negotiated as a result of the city’s temporary moratorium on residential
and commercial evictions.
West Hollywood resident
Larry Block raised questions
regarding the city’s efforts in
enforcing masks, and guidance
on how multi-family residences
and condos should maintain
social distancing space.
“These rules need to be clarified, enforced and communicated,” Block said. “We celebrate so
much in West Hollywood. Let’s
celebrate keeping our city safe,
which is more important than
anything else.”
Mayor Pro Tempore John
Heilman said Block brought up
important points by asking about
the rules for apartment buildings
and condos.
“There is some confusion
about where pools and gyms can
be open, or whether their tennis
courts could be open,” Heilman
said. “What are some obligations
they have when they learn of residents who may be infected [with
COVID-19], and how do they
deal with both the privacy issues
while informing residents to
increase their safety?”
Paul Arevalo, city manager
and director of emergency services, said he will direct city staff
to create a webinar highlighting
guidelines for homeowner associations and property managers
on creating a safe environment
for their residents.
Duran mentioned that he has
heard from a lot of small businesses-owners who are commercial tenants, and the biggest issue
they face is that they have executed personal guarantees to
secure their commercial leases. If
the businesses struggle financially, the owners can be held personally liable to cover any outstanding costs, Duran said,
which could put their homes at
risk of foreclosure.

“As the county
eases some
restrictions, we
must be vigilant
in our collective
fight against the
virus.”
-West Hollywood City
Councilman John D’Amico
“A lot of small businesses are
looking at suspending operations
through the summer, and possibly suspending through the end
of the year,” Duran said. “Some
of them are looking at closing
and not reopening at all.”
The reality for a lot of West
Hollywood restaurants and bars
is that they will be the last to
reopen, as such commercial rents
are going to be difficult for these

business owners to make, or to
personally guarantee without
having any income, Duran said.
“I don’t want to think about
Troubadour going under or Dan
Tana’s, or any of our other highprofile businesses, but what we
know is that a lot of them are
feeling a great deal of pressure at
the moment,” Duran said.
Councilman John D’Amico
agreed with Duran and asked if it
was possible to support local lobbyists who might be able to
advocate on behalf of small businesses at the state level.
Councilwoman Lauren Meister
added businesses were very concerned about liability issues for
both employees and their
patrons.
These issues are complicated,
and city staff will be in contact
with state representatives to work
with them in creating measures
that will address these problems,
Arevalo said.
Arevalo went on to recap the
city’s new emergency executive
order which addresses measures
for face coverings, taxes and
fees, construction noise, neighborhood meetings and traffic
easement. Effective on May 23,
everyone must wear face coverings such as scarves, bandanas,
neck gaiters or similar coverings
anytime they are in public. The
mask requirement is consistent
with the policies of Los Angeles
and Beverly Hills.
Additionally, the city has
updated its regulations for reopening certain businesses, as directed
by the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Health.
Retailers and businesses such
as florists, toy stores, book
stores, clothing stores, music
stores, sporting goods stores and
car dealership showrooms were
permitted to reopen on May 8
with limited operations. These
businesses may provide pick-up,
drive-up and walk-up options,
and adhere to proper physical
distancing, face coverings and
sanitization protocols.
“We all know what to do to
help flatten the curve of the coronavirus pandemic: by maintaining social distance and wearing
our face coverings, we are making a difference,” D’Amico said.
“As the county eases some
restrictions, we must be vigilant
in our collective fight against the
virus.”
Schools, dine-in restaurants,
and indoor malls are not included
in the Los Angeles County
reopening phase at this time and
personal services, such as hair
salons and gyms/fitness studios,
are also not permitted to open.
Other non-essential businesses
not included in the current phase
of the county’s Five-Step
Roadmap to Recovery must continue to adhere to closure orders.
All other city of West
Hollywood closures, including
all parks, dog parks, and city
facilities, remain in effect per a
city emergency executive order.
To read the full text of the emergency
order,
visit
weho.org/home/showdocument?id=46373.
For
information,
visit
weho.org/coronavirus.
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• Liability & Workers Comp.
Ins.
Call Steve
(323)376-7337
stevethejanitor.com

JOB OFFERED
Property Manager for
property, real estate &
investment co. Mail to
Excel Property
Management Services,
Inc., 9034 Sunset Blvd,
West Hollywood, CA
90069

Read Us Online
beverlypress.com

NEWS • CRIME • ENTERTAINMENT
PDF OF NEWSPAPER

DOG WALKER

COOPER K-9
DOG WALKER
• Leash Manner Training
• Socialization, Structure,
Exercise
• Insured, Certified
AKC Good Citizen Trainer

323.393.5238
latty@cooperk-9.com
Google: Latty Cooper
as seen on YouTube!

NEWSPAPERS

UPHOLSTERY

PARK LABREA NEWS
& BEVERLY PRESS

ALAKAZAM

5150 WILSHIRE BLVD. #330
P.O. BOX 36036

LOS ANGELES, CA 9006

323.933.5518
www.beverlypress.com
www.parklabreanews.com

Follow us on
Facebook
F
& Twitter
for the latest news!

Since 1961

Now delivered in
Beverly Hills!

WEBSITE DESIGN

UPHOLSTERY & DRAPERY
le
Affordab
Prices

Commercial & Residential
Every Style:
Sofas, Chairs, Slipcovers
Replace Feather Proof Lining
Broad Selection of Fabrics,
Draperies & Roman Shades
HIGHEST QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP
Call Rosie for FREE Estimate
310-491-8409
West Hollywood

mackeycreativelab.com
info@mackeycreativelab.com

Read Us
Online
www.beverlypress.com
Updated daily • Complete
pdf of the newspaper
• advertising information
• archived issues
• subscriptions

NEWS • CRIME •
ENTERTAINMENT

We are now
delivering in

The Signature Spice Blend
combines a medley of herbs
with hints of lemon and notes
of pepper.

Beverly Hills!
call (323)933-5518

Buy it today &
Spice up your Life!
www.shop.inemilyskitchen.com

Crossword Puzzle by Myles Mellor
Across
1. Clock std.
4. Curtsey
7. "___ the season ..."
10. "___ for All Seasons"
12. Mideast chief
14. Behind schedule
15. Calligrapher's adornment
17. Abundant
18. Inner Hebrides isle
19. When things are shut
22. Number one Hun
23. He became Darth Vader
27. 2nd letter addendum
28. Suffix with persist
30. Drunk's sound, ___cup
31. Blood classification letters
32. Begin from scratch
35. Geometrical prefix
37. Crew need
38. Roman peace
39. Start of a hide and seek game
44. Sleep, in British slang
45. Mural work, e.g.
46. Grasped
47. Philosopher ___-tzu
50. Hocked
52. Most prudent
54. Bruce Springsteen song
58. Yemeni port
61. Seized vehicle

62. Persona non ___
63. Bit of dust
64. Puppy barks
65. Stash
66. Parliamentary vote
67. Letter sequence
68. ___ diet
Down
1. It should be tightened until it clicks
2. Turns metal to liquid
3. Fortune telling cards
4. Titanic's undoing
5. Strike
6. Wireless medium
7. Path of virtuous conduct
8. BBC rival
9. Cruise milieu
11. Unless (Lat.)
13. Forward
14. Mona __
16. Boneless fish
20. "Peter Pan" dog
21. Abbr. on a business letter
24. Potent Polynesian drink
25. Big-horned goat
26. "Neither a borrower ___ . . ."
29. Edible fish
30. Fast runners
32. Command to Fido
33. Pit contents

34. Spy's "covert" activities
35. Weak
36. Coach Adolph in the Basketball
Hall of Fame
39. Alpine gear
40. Squawk
41. Ill-natured
42. Howl
43. "Dallas" family name
47. Smooth, in music
48. Kutcher of "Two and a Half Men"

49. Senators' home
51. Super-duper
53. Round Table gentlemen
55. Close in on
56. Computer programs, for short
57. Confused
58. Winehouse or Poehler
59. Defendant called John
60. LAX display time
answers on page 21
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We’re Open & Re
ead
dy
y To
Help With Home Proj
P ojects!
Now is the perfect time to get th
he job done!
garden center
We’re
Hiring!
Call Us at

(310)478-0324
or Contact Us
info@anawaltlumber.com

• gardening
g
hand toolss
• vegetable
seedlings
• fertilizer
• irrigation
supplies

power & hand toolss
plumbing
plumbin
ng
• toilets • valves
• sinks
• repair kits
• faucets • pipe & fittings

electric
cal

hhardwaare
lumbeer
buildding materialss
screens

• security lighting
• bulbs
• fixtures • outlets
• wall plates
We Close Daily at 4 pm to Sanitize
• dimmers • cords
• switches

open
ning
Ma
ay
y 26!
Pacific P
Palisades
Old Norris Hardware
H
Bldg

15130 Sun
nset Blvd

310-4554-4116

